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A note from the author, 
Revised Homework / Revision Resources 

 

This resource unit  
*Set 14 -  Multi-Task Activity Sheets', for Level 4 (Year 8) 

is part of a set of 14 resource units as listed below. 
 
                   Level 1               Set 1           (formerly L1A)                A set of 30 activity sheets for Years 1/2 
                                                Set 2           (formerly L1B)                A set of 30 activity sheets for Year 2 
           
Note:  Sets 1 & 2 are sets of 30 activity sheets suitable for years 1/2.  These resources introduce some formal 
Mathematics language, plus some FUN Mathematics and English activities.  Designed to complement the BSM sys-
tem.  
 
                   Level 2               Set 3           (formerly L2C)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 3 
                                                Set 4           (formerly L2D)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 3 
 

                                                Set 5           (formerly L2A)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 4 
                                                Set 6           (formerly L2B)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 4 
 
Note:   Sets 3 & 4 have been written mainly for year 3 pupils and Sets 5 & 6 have been written mainly for year 4 pu-
pils.  The main difference between Sets 3 & 4 and Sets 5 & 6 is that the Level 2 mathematics component is more 
difficult.  This is a guideline only and you may choose to use them at other year groups.  
 
                   Level 3               Set 7           (formerly L3C)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 5 
                                                Set 8           (formerly L3D)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 5 
 

                                                Set 9           (formerly L3A)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 6 
                                                Set 10          (formerly L3B)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 6 
 
Note:    Sets 7 & 8 have been written mainly for year 5 pupils and Sets 9 & 10 have been written mainly for year 6 
pupils.  The main difference between Sets 7 & 8 and Sets 9 & 10 is that the Level 3 mathematics component is 
more difficult.  This is a guideline only and you may choose to use them at other year groups.  
 
                 Level 4               Set 11          (formerly L4A)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 7 
                                                Set 12          (formerly L4B)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 7 
 

                                                Set 13          (formerly L4H)                A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 8 
                                                Set 14*        (formerly L4HB)              A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 8 
 
Note:    Sets 11 & 12 have been written mainly for year 7 pupils.  These resources are similar to Sets 1 to 10 in that 
they cover Mathematics and English skills only.  Sets 13 & 14 are Multi-Task Activity Sheets and cover not only 
Level 4 Mathematics objectives but other areas involving English, Social Studies and Science.  The year group you 
use each resource at is only a guideline and you may choose to use them at other year groups.  
 
 
These activity sheets are designed to complement work in other subject areas, that you may also set as homework. 
The emphasis in these activity sheets is on Mathematics and English skills.  These resources are designed to assist 
pupils to learn and reinforce the basic skills in both areas, and provide an ‘easy to use’, but worthwhile resource for 
you, the teacher. 
 
Within sets at each level, all Mathematics objectives as stated in the  

 

MATHEMATICS in the New Zealand Curriculum  
 

have been covered.  (Some objectives briefly, as some are difficult as homework activities). 
 
I wish you well with your teaching. 
 
 
Andrew Stark 

For more information contact ... 

FREEPOST No. 1871 
P O Box 21-304 

Edgeware 
Christchurch 8030 

NEW ZEALAND 
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∗At time of printing only the Draft Curriculum was available 

No Writing 
Mathematics 
[not including  

10 QQs] 
Science Social Studies* Language 

Skills 
Media Studies Challenge 

1 
POETIC 

humorous story 
imaginative story 

NUMBER 
equivalent fractions 
matching exercise 

LIVING WORLD 
platypus 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT  
Western Samoa 
using an atlas 

homonyms 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
sports article 
processing 
information 

NUMBER 
number puzzle 

place value 

2 
POETIC 

mystery story 
text matching 

picture 

NUMBER 
Fractions /
percentages 
conversions 

LIVING WORLD 
camel 

research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
Somalia 

using an atlas 

adverbs 
vocabulary 

CLOSE READING 
headline 
exploring 
language 

NUMBER 
decimal magic 

squares 
addition 

3 
POETIC 

humorous story  
speech 

conventions 

NUMBER 
multiplying / dividing 

powers of 10 
key skills / 

developing a system 

EARTH & 
BEYOND 

astronomy 
general 

knowledge 

CULTURAL HERITAGE 
N.Z. history 
research, 

general knowledge 

idioms 
creativity 

CLOSE READING 
crime 

thinking critically 

NUMBER 
spelling activity 
and addition 

4 
TRANSACTIONAL 

directions 
detailed 

instructions 

MEASUREMENT 
metric conversions 

understanding 
metric units 

PHYSICAL 
WORLD 

telephone 
understanding 
how it works 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
Countries and cities 

using an atlas,  
general knowledge 

wordfind 
using dictionary  

CLOSE READING 
national news 
processing 
information 

NUMBER 
decimal number 

wall 
 addition 

5 
EXPRESSIVE 

letter to penpal 
letter 

conventions 

MEASUREMENT 
reading tables & 

charts 
interpretation of 

information 

MATERIAL 
WORLD 

hot water cylinder 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
Sweden 

using an atlas 

proof-reading 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
local news 
processing 
information 

NUMBER 
magic square 

addition 

6 
POETIC 

 advertisement 
facts, rhymes,

vocabulary 

MEASUREMENT 
scale diagrams 
measuring and 

drawing 

LIVING WORLD 
cheetah 
research 

SOCIAL ORG. & 
PROCESSES 
water safety 

research 

alphabetical order 
using dictionary  

VIEWING 
captions 

processing 
information 

NUMBER 
consumer maths 

addition & 
multiplication 

7 
EXPRESSIVE 
letter to Ed. 

letter 
conventions 

NUMBER 
working with 

fractions 
key skill 

MATERIAL 
WORLD 

insulation 
understanding 
properties of 

materials 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
world knowledge 

research, 
general knowledge 

idioms 
creativity 

CLOSE READING 
sports article 
processing 
information 

GEOMETRY 
number of 
squares 

persistance 

8 
POETIC 

imaginative story 
descriptive 
language 

NUMBER 
order of operations 

understanding 
BODMAS or 
BEDMAS 

EARTH & 
BEYOND 
volcanoes 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
Tonga 

using an atlas,  
comparing 

alphabetical order 
using dictionary 

& thesaurus 

CLOSE READING 
crime 

thinking critically 

NUMBER 
multiplication 

accuracy / speed 

9 
POETIC 

mystery story 
speech 

conventions 

MEASUREMENT 
volume 

understanding 
formula 

LIVING WORLD 
marsupials 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
N.Z. 

using an atlas, 
general knowledge  

Te Reo Maori 
vocabulary 

CLOSE READING 
famous people 

research 

GEOMETRY 
spatial geometry 

trial & error 

10 
POETIC 

dramatic story 
beginning, mid, 

end. 

MEASUREMENT 
qualitative data 
interpretation of 

information 

EARTH & 
BEYOND 

planet revolutions 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
World facts 
research,  

using an altas 

compound words 
creativity 

VIEWING 
news on T.V. 

thinking critically 

NUMBER 
consumer maths 
multiplication & 

addition 

For each activity within a sheet ... 
• The Strand or Language Function from the relevant Curriculum Statements is written in 

CAPITALS.  
• The Contexts of Study are written below the Strands. 
• A skill that will be practised in completing the activity is written in italics. 

This index will help you choose the 
best sheets for your students, 
 whether you are pre-testing, 
assessing, giving revision or 

 practice of skills for homework. 
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∗At time of printing only the Draft Curriculum was available 

No Writing 
Mathematics 

[not including  
10 QQs] 

Science Social Studies* 
Language 

Skills 
Media  
Studies Challenge 

11 
POETIC 

adventure story 
effective title 

GEOMETRY 
angles on straight 

lines 
addition / key skills 

LIVING WORLD 
flower parts 

research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
New Zealand places 

using an atlas 

antonyms 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
national news 
processing 
information 

NUMBER 
understanding 

numbers 

12 
POETIC 

factual report 
vocabulary 

GEOMETRY 
angles around a 

point 
addition / key skills 

LIVING WORLD 
tuatara 
research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
World facts 

using an atlas 

adding suffixes 
vocabulary 

CLOSE READING 
local news 
processing 
information 

problem solving 

13 
POETIC 

creative story 
speech  

punctuation 

GEOMETRY 
vertically opposite 

angles 
addition / key skills 

MATERIAL 
WORLD 

packaging 
understanding 

materials 

SOCIAL ORG. & 
PROCESSES 

data 
interpreting column 

graphs 

homonyms 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
crime 

thinking critically 
problem solving 

14 
TRANSACTIONAL 

directions 
detailed 

instructions 

ALGEBRA 
solving equations 

trial & error 

PHYSICAL 
WORLD 

common events 
explaining using 
scientific words 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
Israel 

using an atlas 

Te Reo Maori 
vocabulary 

CLOSE READING 
advertising 
processing 
information 

order of 
operation problem 

solving 

15 
EXPRESSIVE 

letter to penpal 
letter 

conventions 

GEOMETRY 
grid references 
understanding 
procedures 

LIVING WORLD 
plant growth 

research 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
World knowledge 

using an atlas 

singular 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
Letters to the Ed 
thinking critically 

NUMBER 
number puzzle 

16 
TRANSACTIONAL 
advertisement 

giving 
information 

STATISTICS 
pie graphs 

interpretation of 
data, drawing graphs 

SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY  

inventions 
 drawing 

conclusions 

TIME, CONT. & CHANGE 
NZ history 

making a time line 

part of a verb 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
T.V. programmes 
making decisions 

problem-solving 

17 
POETIC 
dramatic 

commentary 
developing 

tension 

STATISTICS 
stem & leaf graph 
interpretation of 

data, drawing graphs 

MATERIAL 
WORLD 
fireworks 

investigating, 
listing points 

CULTURAL HERITAGE 
fact or opinion 
critical thinking 

proof-reading 

CLOSE READING 
good news 
processing 
information 

NUMBER 
problem solving 

18 
POETIC 

descriptive story 
vocabulary 

STATISTICS 
mean, median & 

mode 
calculations 

LIVING WORLD 
the heart 
research, 
diagrams 

SOCIAL ORG. & 
PROCESSES 

data 
interpretation of data 

idioms 
creativity 

CLOSE READING 
famous N.Zer 

research 

GEOMETRY 
symmetry 

19 
POETIC 

speech bubbles 
originality /
creativity 

STATISTICS 
relative frequency 
interpretation of a 

table 

LIVING WORLD 
the lungs 
research, 
diagrams 

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT 
New Zealand places 

using an atlas 

homonyms 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
advertising 
processing 
information 

code 

20 
POETIC 

mystery story 
vocabulary 

STATISTICS 
tree diagram 

listing outcomes, 
drawing tree 

diagrams 

MATERIAL 
WORLD 

natural disaster 
research 

SOCIAL ORG. & 
PROCESSES 

first aid 

punctuation & 
spelling 

CLOSE READING 
good news 
processing 
information 

magic circle 

For each activity within a sheet ... 
• The Strand or Language Function from the relevant Curriculum Statements is written in 

CAPITALS.  
• The Contexts of Study are written below the Strands. 
• A skill that will be practised in completing the activity is written in italics. 

This index will help you choose the 
best sheets for your students, 
 whether you are pre-testing, 
assessing, giving revision or 

 practice of skills for homework. 
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Copyright ©2004  AWS Publications Ltd 

Do 
not 

forget ! 

This Homework / Revision Activity Sheet was given out on 
............................... 

and is to be completed and handed in by 
............................... 

Please Sign: 
Parent/Caregiver 

Name:  Class:  

Set 
14 

 The Living World 
1.        Name this animal. 
2.       What is this  
          animal’s  
          country of 
          origin ? 
3.       What is this  
          animal’s natural habitat ? 
4.       What does this animal usually 
          eat ? 
5.       How does this animal protect 
          itself from danger ? 
6.       What makes this animal  
          unusual ? 
7.       Is this animal endangered ? 

 Equivalent Fractions 
Match the equivalent fractions in the box with 
those listed, then write one of your own. 

 10 Quick Questions  
 

 (Try not to use a calculator) 

 Puzzle 

This boy is selling lemonade to raise money, 
but what for ?  Every time a new person 
buys a glass of lemonade, he tells a 
different story as to why he needs to earn 
some money. 
 

 Write five different ‘stories’ that he may 
   have told these people.  Make your  
   stories as unbelievable as possible.  

Find a sporting event article in a newspaper.   
Read, then answer ... 
1.       What is the sport ?           2.      When was the sport played ? 
3.      Who was playing ?            4.      Where was the sport played ? 
5.      Who won ?  

Copy each sentence and fill in the gaps. 
 

 Use the words ‘coarse’ or ‘course’ only. 
1.       The woodwork teacher said you must 
          not use ...................... sand-paper or 
          it will leave scratches on the wood. 
2.       The boats were blown off .................. 
          when the wind direction changed. 
 

 Use the words ‘desert’ or ‘dessert’ only. 
3.      The ..................... went on and on 
          for ever. 
4. May I please have some more apple 
          pie for ........................ ? 
 

 Use ‘principal’ or ‘principle’ only. 
5.       There is a ...................... at stake 
          here, that is no way to behave ! 
6.       The ......................... or head of the 
          school has been sick this week. 

1.        Draw the flag of Western Samoa.  
2.       Name the capital city. 
3.       What is the approximate population ? 
4.       What language do they speak ? 
5.       What currency do they use ? 
6.       How does Western Samoa earn money from overseas ? 
7.       How do you say ‘hello’ and ‘good-bye’ in Samoan ? 
8.       In which ocean would you find Western Samoa ? 
9.       Find two ways in which this country is similar to N.Z. 
10.      Find two ways in which this country is different from N.Z. 

7.       25 + 12.6 =                   ................ 
8.      12.5 + 9.6 – 7.8 =         ................ 
9.      8.6 × 0.4 =                   ................ 
10.     0.5 × 0.06 =                 ................ 

1. 23.6 
+ 15.9 

4. 40.00 
– 26.47 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

       

       

       

       

       

 Getting to know our World 

 Media Studies 

 Written Language 

 Language Skills 

2. 96.6 
+ 178.6 

5. 156.7 
× 5 

3. 2.967 
– 1.986 

6. 42.68 
× 0.9 

1.       1/10  = ........ = ........ 
 

2.      1/5  = ........ = ........ 
 

3.      1/3  = ........ = ........ 
 

4.      1/2  = ........ = ........ 
 

5.      2/3  = ........ = ........ 
 

6.      3/4  = ........ = ........ 

3/30 12/18 

25/50 36/48 

4/20 7/21 

flag 

Copy the grid.  Place each 
number in the grid, using each 
number once. 

 

18237, 76041, 35425, 
59673, 2543610, 1234567, 

7654321 
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Copyright ©2004  AWS Publications Ltd 

Do 
not 

forget ! 

This Homework / Revision Activity Sheet was given out on 
............................... 

and is to be completed and handed in by 
............................... 

Please Sign: 
Parent/Caregiver 

Name:  Class:  

Set 
14 

1.        Name this  
          animal. 
2.       How many  
          species are  
          there ? 
3.       What is this  
          animal’s  
          country of origin ? 
4.       What is this animal’s natural 
          habitat ? 
5.       How does this animal survive 
          long periods without water ? 
6.       Is this animal endangered ? 

 Fractions & % 
Match the fractions with the equivalent % in 
the box. 
 

1.       1/4       ............. 
 

2.      1/3       ............. 
 

3.      1/2       ............. 
 

4.      2/3      ............. 
 

5.      3/4      ............. 
 
6.      Find 50% of 345kg          ................. 
 

7.       Find 1/3 of 240mL              ................. 
 

8.      Find 3/4 of $80.00            ................. 
9.      If 75% of the class like playing 
         tennis, what percentage do  
         not ?            ........................ 
 

10.     In Rebecca’s class there are  
          28 pupils.  If 1/4 of the class 
          were away from school, how 
          many pupils were away ?  
                   ......................... 

 The Living World 

 Copy the main headline in today’s  
   newspaper. 
 Rewrite the headline so 

   that it still makes sense. 

 Language Skills 
 

Copy these sentences placing the best adverb from the list 
of words below into each of the following gaps. 
1.       Karen slept ............. after a hard day’s work. 
2.      The boy mumbled ................, as he was asked to 
         leave the classroom. 
3.      During Jenny’s speech she .............  
         explained her point of view. 
4.      She bled ................ from her cut arm. 
5.      Lydia pondered .............. before she answered. 
6.      His torch shone .............. as the battery was flat. 
7.       We listened ................ to the story. 
 

sulkily,  attentively,  inaudibly,  dimly, 
soundly,  concisely,  profusely 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

Work out the missing numbers 
that go in each box to make all 
columns, rows and diagonals 
add to the same number. 
(Note, each magic square has a 

different total.) 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. 

1.  50 × 4 = ........... 
2.  7 × 80 = ........... 
3.  20 × 12 = .......... 
4.  4 × 110 = ........... 
5.  30 × 30 = ......... 

6.  12 × 30 = .......... 
7.  15 × 20 = ........ 
8.  200 × 4 = ......... 
9.  90 × 15 = ......... 
10.  25 × 18 = ......... 

Behind every picture there is a story.  
 What is this man doing in space ?  
 What can he see ?    Is he afraid ? 

 

Describe the situation, using your best 
descriptive language. 

 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

1.       Draw the flag of Somalia. 
2.       Name the capital city. 
3.      What is the approximate  
          population ? 
4.       What language do they speak ? 
5.       What currency do they use ? 
6.       On what continent is Somalia located ? 
7.       Draw a simple map to show which countries border 
          Somalia. 
8.      Which ocean laps onto its shores ? 
9.      Many people in Somalia are ‘nomadic herders’. 
          What does this mean? 
10.     Most of Somalia is arid land.  What does this  
          mean ? 

2.9   

 3.6 2.9 

  4.3 

8.2   

6.9 8.2 9.5 

   

 Getting to know our World 

 Media Studies 

 Magic Squares 

 Written Language 

75% 
 

50% 
 

33.3.% 
 

25% 
 

66.6.% 
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Copyright ©2004  AWS Publications Ltd 

Do 
not 

forget ! 

This Homework / Revision Activity Sheet was given out on 
............................... 

and is to be completed and handed in by 
............................... 

Please Sign: 
Parent/Caregiver 

Name:  Class:  

Set 
14 

 Challenge 
How many words can you make out of 
these words ? 

MATHS IS FUN 
 Letters score points as in the box. 
 Add up the points for each letter, to  

   give you a word total. 
 Add up all word totals. 
 Is your total over 200 points ? 

 

M = 3,  A = 1,  T = 2,  H = 4,  S = 1,  
I = 1,  F = 4,  U = 1,  N = 2 

         List B 
A.      September 1st 
B.      Jupiter 
C.      June 1st 
D.      Saturn 
E.      Pluto 
F.      March 1st 
G.      The path a planet takes 
H.      Satellite 
I.       December 1st 

 Language Skills 
Sometimes expressions have double meanings, and 
mean something different to what is actually said. 
EXAMPLE:  I’ve got a bone to pick with you!  means 
you have a disagreement to settle with someone. 
 

What do you think these expressions mean ? 
1.       Don’t beat around the bush. 
2.       I feel like a box of birds. 
3.      Mind your P’s and Q’s. 
4.       You’ll pay through the nose for that. 
5.       I’ve been burning the candle at both ends. 

 New Zealand History 
 Match these N.Z. events, with the day, month & year they 

    occurred, using the box at the bottom. 
1.        Decimal currency introduced into NZ. 
2.       Lyttelton - Christchurch road tunnel opened. 
3.       Sir Edmund Hillary climbed Mt. Everest. 
4.       Benmore hydro-electric power station opened. 
5.       James Cook sighted New Zealand (near Gisborne). 
6.       Peter Snell sets world mile record of 3 min 54.4 sec. 
 

7th October 1769,    29th May 1953,    26th January 1962 
27th February 1964,    15th March 1965,    10th July 1967 

 Multiplying & Dividing  
by Powers of 10 

Calculate the following. 
1.       125 × 100 =         .......................... 
2.       63 × 1000 =        .......................... 
3.      1.67 × 100 =        .......................... 
4.       5.6 × 10000 =     .......................... 
5.       0.35 × 100 =       .......................... 
 

6.       568 ÷ 10 =          .......................... 
7.       56.8 ÷ 100 =       .......................... 
8.      475.2 ÷ 1000 =   .......................... 
9.      9 ÷ 10000 =        .......................... 
10.     8.4 ÷ 1000 =       .......................... 
 

Look at your answers above.  Can you 
describe a simple method of multiplying and 
dividing by powers of 10, without having to 
actually do the calculation.   

 

Answer in your homework books. 

1.        23.236 + 4.63 =  ........................ 
2.       How many weeks in 59.5 days ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       120.6 × 0.08 =    ......................... 
4.       35260 ÷ 5 =       ......................... 
5.       How many minutes in 2 days ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $12.65 × 9 =        ......................... 
7.       Name this shape 
          ............................... 
8.       Convert 5625L to kL  ...................... 
9.       156 – 8 × 9 =      ......................... 
10.      Find 10% of $86.50  ...................... 

 Planet Earth & Beyond 
Match the numbers in list A with the letters in list B 

 Written Language 

These two sailors are having the time of their lives. 
 Explain how they came to be in this situation. 
 Include some conversational language between 

   the two sailors. 
 Remember to start a new line each time a new  

   person speaks. 
 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

          List A 
1.       A planet with ‘rings’ 
2.       An orbit 
3.      The 1st day of winter 
4.       The largest planet 
5.       Vehicle designed to orbit 
          the Earth 
6.       The 1st day of spring 
7.       The smallest planet 
8.      The 1st day of summer 
9.      The 1st day of autumn 

 Media Studies 

Find a report of a crime in 
your newspaper. 
 

 Write one or two 
   paragraphs 
   about the crime. 
 

 What do you think  
   the punishment  
   should be ? 
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Do 
not 

forget ! 

This Homework / Revision Activity Sheet was given out on 
............................... 

and is to be completed and handed in by 
............................... 

Please Sign: 
Parent/Caregiver 

Name:  Class:  

Set 
14 

 Metric Conversions 
Calculate the following, then convert your 
answers to the different units as stated. 
 

1.       23cm + 68cm =   ...................... cm 
          Convert your answer to millimetres 
                   .......................... mm 
2.       95cm + 75cm =   ...................... cm 
          Convert your answer to metres 
                   .......................... m 
3.      1.2km + 2.5km =  ...................... km 
          Convert your answer to metres 
                   .......................... m 
4.       2500mL + 1400mL = ................. mL 
          Convert your answer to litres 
                   .......................... L 
5.       675g + 785g =     ...................... g 
          Convert your answer to kilograms 
                   .......................... kg 

 Language Skills 

 Number Walls 

Find an article of news in a 
newspaper that is national 
news.  That means that it 
affects the whole country.  
 Copy the headline. 
 Read the article. 
 Rewrite the main points of 

   the article, using  
   your own words. 
 

Example: 
 

Power Prices to Rise. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        541.7 – 234.8 =   ......................... 
2.       How many days in 4½ weeks ?  
                                      ......................... 
3.       12.3 × 0.04 =      ......................... 
4.       12630 ÷ 5 =        ......................... 
5.       How many hours in 3¾ days ? 
                                      ......................... 
6.       $18.60 ÷ 3 =        ......................... 
7.       Name this shape 
          ............................... 
8.       Convert 5.2 km to metres          
                             .................................. 
9.       16 – 3 × 4 =        ......................... 
10.      Find 10% of $84.00  ...................... 

You are asked to design a treasure hunt map for your classroom. 
Draw a framed map of the classroom showing 
the main features of the room: 
          start at the teacher’s desk,  
          write 5 clues or instructions that can be  
            followed, so that the treasure could be successfully found by 
            anyone using your map and instructions. 

 Written Language 

1.   Find the words in the wordfind 
 

meddle, curtsy, horde, nippy,  
thud, tetchy, mock, gurgle,  

garble, dangle 
 

2.  Copy out the words and 
   using a dictionary, find the 
          meaning of each word. 
3.  Use each word in a sentence. 

h o r d e h k m 
z r g u r g l e 

c u r t s y j d 

g a r b l e n d 

t e t c h y i l 

h u w a k p p e 

u d m o c k p t 

d a n g l e y w 

 World Knowledge 
Match these countries, numbered 1 to 8, with their 
capital cities, labelled A to H. 

 Media Studies 

Study, then complete the number wall 
below.  It involves addition.   
What is the number at the top ? 

1.4 0.9  1.7 1.9 

2.3  3.1  

   

  

 

1.       Kenya 
2.      Canada 
3.      Philippines 
4.      Malaysia 
5.      Spain 
6.      Hungary 
7.       Sri Lanka 
8.      Israel 

A.       Manila 
B.       Madrid 
C.       Kuala Lumpur 
D.       Jerusalem 
E.       Nairobi 
F.       Colombo 
G.       Budapest 
H.       Ottawa 

 The Physical World 
Can you imagine life without the telephone ? 
1.        Before the telephone was invented, how  
          did people who were some distance apart  
          communicate with each other ? 
2.       When was the telephone invented and by whom? 
                   3.       Describe how the telephone works. 
                   4.       Since the telephone was invented, new  
                             methods of communication have been  
                             invented.   
                             List other ways we can now communicate.  
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 The Material World 
When you take a bath or  
shower, or wash the dishes,  
where does the hot water  
come from ? 
In most houses, cold water flows 
through pipes into the houses.   
How is the cold water changed into 
hot water for us to use ? 
 

1.       Find out how a ‘hot water 
          cylinder’ system works. 
2.       Draw a diagram showing how 
          the cold / hot water flows. 
3.      What stops the water from 
          becoming too hot or boiling ? 
4.       Why is there an overflow pipe 
          out of the top of the tank ? 
5.       What is a ‘copper’ ?  Ask 
          someone who is really old ! 

 Media Studies 
Find an article of news in a newspaper that 
is local news.  That means that it affects 
the area of NZ you live in. 
 Copy the heading.    Read the article. 
 Rewrite the main points of  

   the article, using your own words. 

 Getting to know our World 
 
 

1.        What country has this flag ? 
2.       Trace or copy this flag and colour it in  
          with the correct colours. 
3.       Name the capital city of this country. 
4.       What is the approximate population ? 
5.       What language do they speak ? 
6.       What currency do they use ? 
7.       Name the major sea the washes onto its shore. 
8.       Name the two countries on its border. 

 Reading Tables / Charts 
Below is a table showing the results of 4 
teams in a sports competition.  Points are 
scored as follows:   
 

Win = 3 pts, Draw = 2 pts, Loss = 1 pt 

1.        2536 ÷ 1000 =    ......................... 
2.       How many weeks in ¾ of a year?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       25 + 13 – 32 =    ......................... 
4.       54705 ÷ 7 =        ......................... 
5.       How many hours in 330 minutes ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $5.63 × 12 =        ......................... 
7.       Name this shape 
          ............................... 
8.       Convert 4575mg to grams           
                             .................................. 
9.       26 + 7 × 9 =       ......................... 
10.      Find 50% of $25.70  ...................... 

 Language Skills 
Find the spelling mistakes by 
proof-reading this passage.  
Copy out the mistakes, then 
write the correction next to it. 
 

In the hollidays, I went bye 
plain to the North Island.  I 
stayed at my aunty’s place.  
We went swiming at the 
beech everyday.   
One day we went out for 
lunch and I eight to much 
desert.  I went home with a 
soar tummy.   
We played spot-light one 
night and I fell in a whole, 
hurting a mussel in my foot. 
I had a great holliday ! 
Thanks aunty. 

Write a letter to your best friend who is in  
hospital recovering from an operation:  
Include in your letter ... 
           what you did at school today,  
           what is coming up at school soon, 
           what you are looking forward to when your friend returns. 
Remember to set your letter out correctly. 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

 Written Language 

 Magic Square    

   

   

Using the numbers,  4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32 & 
36, arrange them in the magic square so that all rows 
and columns, and diagonals add up to 60. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

Team Win Draw Loss 

A 5 4 1 

B 4 2 4 

C 7 0 3 

D 3 1 6 

1.        How many games has each team 
          played ?                 ........................... 
2.       Which team had 4 wins ?  ................. 
3.       Which team drew more games than it 
          lost ?                     ........................... 
4.       Calculate the number of points scored 
          by each team. 

A = .......  B = .......C = ........ D = ....... 
5.       Which team(s) head the competition? 
          .................................................... Blue flag with yellow cross Ev
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 Scale Diagrams 
   This map was drawn  
   using this scale. 

 The Living World 
1.        Name this 
          animal, the 
          fastest cat in 
          the world. 
2.       What is this  
          animal’s country  
          of origin ? 
3.       What is this animal’s natural 
          habitat ? 
4.       What does this animal usually 
          eat ? 
5.       How does this animal protect 
          itself from danger ? 
6.       Is this animal endangered ? 

1.        562 ÷ 1000 =      ......................... 
2.       How many years in a decade ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       26 – 15 + 13 =      ......................... 
4.       0.065 × 0.9 =     ......................... 
5.       How many weeks in 87½ days ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $14.85 × 9 =        ......................... 
7.       What shape is a STOP sign? 
                             .................................. 
8.       How many kg in a tonne?            
                             .................................. 
9.       42 ÷ 6 + 24 =     ......................... 
10.      Find 25% of $3280  ..................... 

 What will it cost ? 

AWS Computerland offers the prices on 
computing gear as listed, including GST. 

 

If a school buys 20 computers, 3 printers, 40,000 sheets of paper 
and 60 disks, what will it cost ? 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

 Written Language 

These FOUR flags all have something to do with water and water safety. 
What do you think each flag means ? 

 Flags Around Water 

Cut out a picture from a 
magazine or 
newspaper including 
the caption that  
comes with the picture. 
 Paste it into your book. 
 Write 2 or 3 different  

   captions for these pictures 
   using your own words. 

 Media Studies 

 Language Skills 

1.        Place these words in alphabetical 
          order: 
 

bouquet, boulevard, bouncy,  
bout, boundary, bough,  

boutique, boundless, bouillon 
 

2.       Using a dictionary, find the definition 
          of each word. 

Printers 
$599 each 

Computers 
$1750 each 

Computer Paper 
500 sheets for $3.95 

Computer Disks 
10 disks for $12.00 

A 
E 

D C 

B 

Points A to E represent towns, the lines are 
roads. Measure the following roads (nearest cm), 

then convert these distances to kilometres 
1.       Road AD = ...........cm = ..........km 
2.       Road EC = ...........cm = ..........km 
3.      Road AB = ...........cm = ..........km 
4.       Draw a line between D & C.  On this 
          line mark a point that is equal to 
          25km from A.  Label this point F. 

0 km 20 km 10 km 

1.   A red and 
    white flag. 

2.   A red and 
    yellow flag. 

3.   A white flag 
    with red shark 
    and writing. 

4.   A white 
    and dark 
    blue flag. 

Write a 30 to 50 word radio advertisement advertising a  
 
 
                          School Fair  
 
 
Include in your advertisement ... 
 When the FAIR is to be held, 
 What attractions will be at the FAIR, 
 Why people should come and support your school FAIR. 
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 Puzzle 
How many squares are there in 
this grid ?  There are more than 
you think. 

Find a sporting event article in a  
newspaper.   
Read, then answer ... 
1.       What is the sport ? 
2.       When was the sport played ? 
3.      Who was playing ? 
4.       Where was the sport played ? 
5.       Who won ?  

 World Knowledge 
Match these countries (1 to 6) with their capital cities (A to F). 

 Working with Fractions 
Look at each group of diagrams and write 
what fraction is shaded. 

A new law has been passed .  ‘People are NOT 
ALLOWED to own dogs in the city’. 
 Imagine you are writing a letter to the editor of your  

   local newspaper (100 to 150 words). 
 Are you for or against this new law ?  Explain your  

   reasons in this letter. 
 Remember to set your letter out correctly. 

1.        2673 ÷ 0.3 =       ......................... 
2.       How many years in a ½ century ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       9 + –8 =               ......................... 
4.       0.6 × 0.025 =     ......................... 
5.       How many seconds in 2 hours ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       85 cents + $0.65 = $..................... 
7.       How many sides does a parallelogram  
          have ?                    ......................... 
8.       Convert 7.25 kg to grams            
                             .................................. 
9.       49 ÷ 7 – 5 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ¾ of $20.80   ......................... 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

 Written Language 

 Media Studies 

1.       ................ 

2.       ................ 

Write this information as a fraction. 
3.      13 out of 26 pupils like to  
         play netball                            ............ 
4.      What fraction of your class 
         are girls ?                              ............ 
Find the following. 
5.      ¼ of $1280 =         .......................... 
6.      ½ of 273 kg =       .......................... 
7.       ¾ of 60 mm =       .......................... 

1.        Chile 
2.       Argentina 
3.       Peru 
4.       Uruguay 
5.       Venezuela 
6.       Trinidad & Tobago 

A.       Lima 
B.       Port of Spain 
C.       Montevideo 
D.       Buenos Aires 
E.       Caracas 
F.       Santiago 

What do all these countries have in common ? 
7.       ....................................................................... 

 Language Skills 
Sometimes expressions have double meanings, and mean 
something different to what is actually said. 
EXAMPLE:  I’ve got a bone to pick with you!  means you 
have a disagreement to settle with someone. 
 

What do you think these expressions mean ? 
1.        Don’t make a mountain out of a molehill. 
2.       That was the last straw ! 
3.       Waiting for a phone call, I was on tenterhooks. 
4.       I wash my hands of the matter. 

    

    

    

    

Squares ? 

 The Material World 
Keeping warm can be a problem.  Sheep have been keeping  
themselves warm with their woollen coats.   
 

1.       How does the wool on a sheep’s back keep it warm ? 
2.       Make a list of all the products around your  
          house that are made of wool, noting which  
          products are designed to keep you warm. 
3.      What makes wool a good product to be used 
          to make warm clothing ? 
4.       If you are cold, what main areas of your body should you cover 
          up to help keep body heat in ? 

 

When tramping or playing outside in cold situations, you 
should wear adequate clothing to keep yourself warm.  If you 
get too cold you may get hypothermia.   

5.       What is hypothermia and how do you help someone with it ? 
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 Language Skills 
1.        Place these words in alpabetical 
          order and write a  
          definition for each  
          word. 

 Order of Operations 
Find the answers, remembering to use the 
‘order of operations’ rules.   

BEDMAS or BODMAS 
1.        12 + 10 – 18 =      .......................... 
2.       15 – 9 + 11 =        .......................... 
3.       6 × 5 + 9 =         .......................... 
4.       21 + 3 × 10 =      .......................... 
5.       32 – 9 × 3 =       .......................... 
6.       8 × 9 – 46 =       .......................... 
7.       11 + 24 ÷ 12 =     .......................... 
8.       64 ÷ 8 – 7   =      .......................... 
9.       9 × 2 + 12 ÷ 4 = ......................... 
 

10.      If you buy 7 books at $5.50 each and 
          9 books at $7.25 each, how much 
          have you spent ?    .......................... 

Find a report of a 
crime in your 
newspaper. 
 

 Write one or two 
   paragraphs 
   about the crime. 
 

 What do you think  
   the punishment  
   should be ? 

 Planet Earth & Beyond 
Below is a diagram of a volcano.  Label each part (A to E) of the volcano 
using the words in the box. 

 Getting to know our World 

time taken 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        14.28 ÷ 0.2 =      ......................... 
2.       List the first 5 multiples of 12  
                             .................................. 
3.       2 + –3 =                ......................... 
4.       0.05 × 0.9 =       ......................... 
5.       How many hours in 180 minutes ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       65 cents + $2.60 = $.................... 
7.       How many sides does a rhombus  
          have ?                    ......................... 
8.       Convert 2250 mg to grams        
                             .................................. 
9.       24 ÷ 6 – 3 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ¼ of $35.00   ......................... 

This cat has fallen into a fish pond 
and I’m not sure if he is very happy. 
 

 Describe what the cat looks like, using your best descriptive language. 
 

 Describe what the cat gets up to while it is in the fish pond. 
 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

 Written Language 

1.        Draw the flag of Tonga. 
2.       Name the capital city of Tonga. 
3.       What is the approximate population ? 
4.       What language do they speak ? 
5.       What currency do they use ? 
6.       How does Tonga earn money from overseas ? 
7.       What other name is Tonga sometimes know by ? 
8.       In which ocean is the group of Tongan islands? 
9.       Name the three closest neighbouring island groups. 

 Media Studies 
 Challenge 

Complete the long multiplication problems 
without using a calculator.  Time how long it 
takes & record this in the boxes below. 

56.23 
× 95.7 

904.3 
× 8.64 

1. 2. 

2.       Use a thesaurus to come up with 
          TWO other words that mean the 
          same as each word listed. 

vigorous,  exorbitant,  impromptu,  
circumference,  beneficial,  

hesitation,  superfluous,  flamboyant 

A 
B 
C 

D 

E 
magma chamber 

pipe 
lava 

crater 
gases & ash 

1.       A = ........................ 
2.      B = ........................ 
3.      C = ........................ 
4.      D = ........................ 
5.      E = ........................ 

6.       Explain what causes a volcanic eruption to occur. 
7.       Using a map of New Zealand, list at least 3 mountains that were 
          formed by volcanic eruptions. 
8.       Which volcanic mountain in the North Island erupted during 
          1996 causing ash to fall over much of the central North Island ? 
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 Te Reo Maori 
Numbers 

 Match the Maori word from the 
box for each of these numbers: 

 Volume 
‘If you can fill it, it has volume’.  
EXAMPLE:  volume of air in a room. 

 Media Studies 
Many articles in the newspaper 

are about famous people. 
 Write a list of at least 3 famous 

   people from the newspaper. 
 Why are they famous  ? 

 Written Language 
.... “Oh no ! .... Look at that !“ said ........ 
What has this little girl seen ?   
                   Who is she hiding behind ? 
 Give this little girl an unusual name and explain  

   why she is hanging on to this man’s leg. 
 Include some conversation language between the 

   child and the man about what they have seen. 
 Remember to start a new line each time a new person speaks. 

 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

1.        695.4 ÷ 0.05 =   ......................... 
2.       How many days is 84 hours ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       65.9 + 54.8 – 71.7 =  ................... 
4.       19.7 × 0.8 =         ......................... 
5.       How many seconds in 8¾ minutes ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $3.57 – 256 cents = $..................... 
7.       How many faces does a cube have ?
                                       ......................... 
8.       Convert 0.525 kg to grams        
                             .................................. 
9.       9 × 7 – 57 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ½ of $32.50   ......................... 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

? 

 Getting to know our Country 
 

Match this list of NZ landmarks / places (1 to 8) with the region (A to H) 
of NZ where they occur. 

base 

height 
depth 

Volume = base × height × depth 

Calculate the volume of each shape, using 
the rule above. 

9mm 

12mm 

20mm 

12cm 

14cm 
10cm 

V = .... × .... × .... 
 

= ............ mm3 

V = .... × .... × .... 
 

= ............ cm3 

1. 2. 

1.       Farewell Spit 
2.      White Island 
3.      Waimakariri River 
4.      Milford Sound 
5.      Lake Taupo 
6.      Franz Josef Glacier 
7.       Moeraki Boulders 
8.      Lake Grassmere Salt Works 

A.      Canterbury 
B.      Volcanic Plateau 
C.      West Coast 
D.      Nelson 
E.       Otago 
F.       Marlborough 
G.      Bay of Plenty 
H.      Southland - Fiordland 

Extension:  Draw a map of NZ and mark these landmarks on it. 

 The Living World 
The kangaroo and koala belong to a special 
group of mammals. 
 

1.        Name this group of mammals that these 
          animals belong to. 
2.       What makes this group different from 
          other mammals ? 
3.       Name some other animals that belong to 
          this group. 

 Challenge 
Below is a map showing nine 
countries. Can this tourist travel 
through each country by crossing 
each border only once ? 

You can finish in 
any country. 

Start 

Iwa, Rua, (Ko)tahi, Wha, Tekau, 
Toru, Waru, Whitu, Ono, Rima 

1  = ............. 
2  = ............. 
3  = ............. 
4  = ............. 
5  = ............. 

6  = ............. 
7  = ............. 
8  = ............. 
9  = ............. 
10 = ............. 
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 Planet Earth & Beyond 
Planets revolve around the Sun in well-defined 
orbits.  The time required for each planet to 
complete one orbit is known as the period of 
revolution.  The further a planet is from the 
Sun, the longer is its period of revolution. 
Example:  The Earth takes 365 days & 6 hrs. 
          Find out how long the period of 
          revolution is for the other planets. 
Mercury:      ............................................ 
Venus:         ............................................ 
Mars:           ............................................ 
Jupiter :        ............................................ 
Saturn:        ............................................ 
Uranus:        ............................................ 
Neptune:      ........................……..........… 
Pluto:          ............................................ 

 Getting to know our World 
Use an atlas (or other resource) to find out the following. 
 

1.        The longest river in Africa, ............................... and which 
          ocean or sea does it flow into ?  ....................................... 
2.       The largest lake in North America, ............................. 
          & which two countries border this lake ? 
          ................................. & ................................. 
3.       The highest mountain in the world.  ....................................... 
          & which two countries border this mountain ? 
          ................................. & ................................. 
4.       The longest river in Europe, ............................. and which 
          ocean or sea does it flow into ?  .................................... 
5.       The highest mountain in Africa, ............................. and in 
          which country does it occur ?  .............................. 

 Qualitative Data 
8 pupils in Sarah’s class were asked 
how they rated a science video they  
saw in class about insect life cycles. 

1.        Which pupil rated 
          the video great ? 
          ......................... 
2.       How many pupils  
          rated the video OK ? 
          ........................... 
3.       How did pupil B and pupil F rate the 
          video ?         B = .......................... 
                             F = .......................... 

 Written Language 
What can this girl hear, as she puts the 
shell to her ear ? 
 Write the beginning of this story. 
 Let your imagination drift as you write  

   about a fantasy island where your  
   dreams come true.   How does your story end ? 
 

¯ I will write (tick box)  ¨ paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

 Media Studies 
Watch the news on television. 

Each night there is a lead item, that is the first 
item, often given as a headline before the 
news starts. 
1.        What was the headline ? 
2.       Who was involved ? 
3.       Where and when did it happen ? 
4.       What is your opinion about this news ? 

 Language Skills 
Use the words below to 
create compound words. 
Example:   doorman 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        2958 ÷ 0.6 =      ......................... 
2.       List the first 4 multiples of 15  
                             .................................. 
3.       12 + –9 =              ......................... 
4.       5.78 × 1.2 =         ......................... 
5.       How many seconds in 2¼ hours ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       165 cents + $3 =  $........................ 
7.       How many sides does a decagon  
          have ?                    ......................... 
8.       Convert 5.35 kL to litres             
                             .................................. 
9.       27 ÷ 3 – 7 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ¼ of $15.60    ......................... 

 Challenge 
Miri went to a record shop with $120.00.  She came 
home with 9 C.D.’s and $15.00 change.  Some C.D.’s 
cost her $15.00, while others only cost her $9.00. 
 How many C.D.’s of each price did she buy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rating 

5 

1 

Pupils’ Names (A to H) 

A B C D E F G H 

Ratings 
5         Great 
4         Very Good 
3         Good 
2         Ok 
1          Boring 

ache 
ball 

black 
board 
cart 

church 
cloth 
cup 
day 
door 
foot 

gentle 

horse 
heart 
house 
lamp 
life 
man 

master 
post 
room 
school 
table 
time 
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 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.       6.385 – 5.39 =     ......................... 
2.      How many seconds in 3¾ minutes ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.      0.092 × 0.09 =   ......................... 
4.      4752 ÷ 8 =           ......................... 
5.      List the first 5 multiples of 20 
         ..................................................... 
6.      $8.09 × 7 =          ......................... 
7.       Name this shape 
         ............................... 
8.      Convert 5625 mm to m  .................. 
9.      26 – 8 × 3 =        ......................... 
10.     Find 50% of $97.30  ...................... 

 Angles on a Straight Line 
Rule:  Adjacent angles on a straight line  
         add up to 180 o. 
 

Use this rule to find the  
missing angles. 
[Diagrams are not accurate.] 

 Written Language 

    Language Skills 
Find a word that is opposite in 
meaning to each word below. 

 Challenge 
What number am I ? 

 

        I am an odd number greater than 32, 
         but less than 45 and I am a multiple 
         of 7. 
 
   What number am I ? 

 The Living World 
The flower is the part of the plant that takes care of reproduction. 
1.       Label each part (A to H) using the words in the box. 
2.      Why is each part of the flower important ?           Flower Parts 

This man appears to have had an accident !  
Write a story about how he came to be in 
this situation and how it ends up. 
 Choose a title for your piece that  

   ‘grabs’ your readers’ attention. 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

 Media studies 
Find an item of national news in 
the newspaper, or from the 
TV.  National news affects 
the whole country. 
Example:  Petrol prices to  
          drop. 
 What is the headline ? 
 What is the item of news  

   about ? 

Y 
X 

X + Y = 180o 

A 

112o 

B 
56o 

C 125o 
117o 

D 

E 

65o 

53o 

1.       A = .................. 
2.      B = .................. 
3.      C = .................. 
4.      D = .................. 
5.      E = .................. 

 Getting to know our Country 
 

Match this list of NZ landmarks / places (1 to 10) with the region  
(A to H) of NZ where they occur. 

1.        The Remarkables 
2.       Doubtful Sound 
3.       Cape Kidnappers 
4.       Mt Ruapehu 
5.       Ninety Mile Beach 
6.       Queen Charlotte Sound 
7.       Waitomo Caves 
8.       Punakaiki -Pancake Rocks 
9.       Heaphy Track 
10.      Mt. Taranaki (Egmont) 

A.       King Country 
B.       Volcanic Plateau 
C.       West Coast 
D.       Nelson 
E.       Otago 
F.       Marlborough 
G.       Hawkes Bay 
H.       Southland - Fiordland 
I.        Taranaki 
J.        Northland 

Extension activity:  Draw a map of NZ and mark these landmarks on it. 

A 

B 

stamen 

D 

E F 

G 

H 
C 

anther,  filament,  ovary,  petal,  
pistil,  sepal,  stamen,  stigma 

pistil 

A = .................... 
B = .................... 
C = .................... 
D = .................... 
E = .................... 
F = .................... 
G = .................... 
H = .................... 

Use your words in sentences to 
show you understand the meanings. 

absence,  ancient,  
innocent,  inferior,  

maximum,  singular,  
spacious,  victory 
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 Language Skills 
Create new words by using one of the 
suffixes from the box. 

This lizardlike reptile has survived 
almost unchanged for over 200 

million years and is the only 
surviving species of its type.  They 

are found only in New Zealand. 
1.        What is its name ? 
2.       Where in New Zealand can they be found ? 

3.       What do they eat and when do they feed ? 
4.       How big can they grow and when do they reach maturity ? 

 Angles Around a Point 
Rule:  Angles around a point  

         add to 360o 
 

Use this rule to find the  
missing angles. 
[Diagrams are not accurate.] 

 Write a factual report about an accident that 
   occurred during a science experiment. 
 How and when did it happen ? 
 Was anyone hurt ?  What damage was done? 
 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph  

  or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        8.021 + 0.97 =     ......................... 
2.       How many weeks in 66½ days ?  
                                       ......................... 
3.       0.48 × 0.012 =    ......................... 
4.       86.520 ÷ 0.5 =   ......................... 
5.       Write 23:06 in a.m. or p.m. time 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $12.65 × 11 =  .................. 
7.       Name this shape 
          ............................... 
8.       Convert 685 mg to g  .................... 
9.       56 ÷ 8 × 12 =      ......................... 
10.      Find ¾ of $44.80   ......................... 

 Written Language 

 Challenge 
An oil-tanker is moored in the 
dock.  It has a 
measured scale 
painted down its 
side.  At low tide, 
the water level reads 40cm on 
the scale.  The water in the 
dock rises 15cm at high tide. 
 

How many centimetres of the 
painted scale will be below the 
water at high tide ? 

 Media studies 
Find an item of local news in the newspaper, 
or from the TV .  Local news affects the area 
you live in. 
 
Example:  New shopping mall 
                    to open soon. 
 What is the headline ? 
 What is the item of news about ? 

X 

Y Z 

X + Y + Z = 360o 

 The Living World 

A 

109o 
117o 

B 

121o 

113o 

54o 

168o 
C 

1.       A = .................. 
2.      B = .................. 
3.      C = .................. 
4.      D = .................. 

142o 

70o 

D 

100o 

 Getting to know our World 
Use an atlas to find out the following. 
 

1.        The longest river in South America, ............................... and 
          which ocean or sea does it flow into ?  ................................... 
2.       The largest lake in Africa.  ............................. and which three 
          countries border this lake ?  ............................,  
          ........................... & .............................. 
3.       Name the smallest of the world’s seven continents. 
                                       ................................ 
4.       The highest mountain in Europe, ............................. and in 
          which country does it occur ?  .................................... 
5.       The longest river in North America, ........................................... 
          & which ocean or sea does it flow into ?  ............................. 
6.       Name the largest of the world’s seven continents. 
                                       ................................ 

-able,    -ible,    -ance,    -ence,    -less 

1.        move           ............................ 
2.       care             ............................ 
3.       exist            ............................ 
4.       import          ............................ 
5.       terror           ............................ 
6.       allow            ............................ 
7.       life              ............................ 
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   The Material World 
Most food products you buy come  
in some form of packaging. 
1.        Make a list of 15 food items 
          and note how they are 
          packaged. 
          Example;  baked beans:   tin can 
2.       Select 3 different types of 
          packaging and explain what 
          properties the  
          packaging has  
          that makes it  
          suitable to be  
          used as packaging. 
3.       Do we need such fancy 
          packaging ?  Explain how you 
          would change the packaging of 
          5 items so that there is less 
          wastage of materials. 

 Media studies 
Read a crime report in the 
newspaper. 
 
 Write one or two paragraphs  

   about the crime. 
 What do you think the  

   punishment should be ? 

 Challenge 
Can you arrange these seven 

plates into six rows ?   
 
 
 
 
 

Each row MUST have  
exactly THREE plates. X 

Y 
Z 

V 

These people are watching a sports program on TV. 
 Write a conversation between them, as they get  

   excited.  What sport are they watching ?  Is their  
   team / person winning ?  Remember to start a new  
   line each time a new person speaks. 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages 

 Interpreting data 
Below is a column graph showing sports pupils would like to 
play.  Study it carefully and answer these questions: 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        2.3652 – 0.752 =  ........................ 
2.       List the first 5 multiples of 11  
                    ........................................... 
3.       62.4 × 1.2 =         ......................... 
4.       115.36 ÷ 0.4 =     ......................... 
5.       List the factors of 24 
                             .................................. 
6.       $30.60 ÷ 6 =       ......................... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 9 
          sides ?                  ......................... 
8.       Convert 3.6 cm to mm  ................... 
9.       9 × 12 ÷ 6 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ¾ of $36.00   ......................... 

 Written Language 

 Language skills 
 

Copy each sentence and fill in the gaps. 
 

 Use the words  ‘missed’  or  ‘mist’  only. 
1.       We ........................... the school bus. 
2.      The ........................ covered the mountain top. 

 

 Use the words  ‘hole’  or  ‘whole’  only. 
3.      The .......................... class went swimming. 
4.      The hedgehog fell into a deep ....................... 

 

 Use the words  ‘check’  or  ‘cheque’  only. 
5.      Dad went to .................... if the back  
         door was locked. 
6.      We paid for our dinner by ....................... . 

 

 Use the words  ‘root’  or  ‘route’  only. 
7.       The school bus ................... was 25 km long. 
8.      The tree ..................... pushed up the path. 

1.       What is the most popular sport ?           ...................... 
2.       How many pupils want to play tennis ?  ...................... 
3.      Eleven pupils are needed for the soccer team.  Are 
          there enough pupils interested ?           ...................... 
4.       Which sport has 12 pupils interested in playing it ?  
                                                         ............................. 
5.       If each pupil selected one sport only, how many pupils 
          were asked altogether ?                       ...................... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sport played 

10 

0 

 = Rugby 

 = Soccer 

 = Basketball 

 = Netball 

 = Hockey 

 = Tennis 

 = Softball 

V = Y  &  X = Z 

A 

128o 

43o B 

1.        A = .................. 
2.       B = .................. 
3.       C = .................. 
4.       D = .................. 

C 
125o 

55o 

D 

 Vertically Opposite Angles 

Rule:  Vertically opposite  
         angles are equal. 
 

Use this rule to find the  
missing angles. 
[Diagrams are not accurate.] 
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 Solving Equations 
Find the value of the unknown. 
1.       a + 8 = 15            a = ................... 
2.      9 + b = 21            b = ................... 
3.      c – 11 = 7               c = ................... 
4.      24 – d = 9            d = ................... 
5.      e × 8 = 40           e = ................... 
6.      9 × f = 108           f = ................... 
7.       36 ÷ g = 12          g = ................... 
8.      48 ÷ h = 8           h = ................... 
9.      i ÷ 4 = 6              i = ................... 
10.     j × 9 = 72            j = ................... 
11.      52 – k = 37           k = ................... 
12.     2L + 7 = 15           L = ................... 
13.     4m + 2 = 14         m = ................... 
14.     2n – 9 = 17           n = ................... 

 Media study 
Find an advertisement in 
the newspaper for a 
house. 
 
 
 Glue the ad into your 

   homework book. 
Imagine you are selling a 
house. 
 Write an  

   advertisement 
   highlighting all the  
   good points of this  
   house. 

 The Physical World 
Study these commonly occurring physical events and explain how you 
think they happen.  Try to be as scientific as you can with your 
explanation. 
1.       As you walk up to a shop door it opens automatically 
         for you. 
2.      When you sit down in a bath of water, the water 
         level rises. 
3.      Wearing a hat on your head helps to keep you warmer when there 
         is a cold wind blowing. 
4.      The mercury in a thermometer rises when the  
         temperature goes up. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        21 – 9 + 8 =         ......................... 
2.       Write 08:20 as a.m. or p.m. time  
                                       ......................... 
3.       0.67 × 0.14 =       ......................... 
4.       625 ÷ 4 =            ......................... 
5.       Round 56.49 to the nearest whole 
          number                  ......................... 
6.       $50 – $32.74 =     ......................... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 7 
          sides ?                  ......................... 
8.       Convert 562 mm to cm  ................. 
9.       8 × 12 ÷ 6 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ½ of $55.00   ......................... 

 Challenge 

Place the signs 
+, –, ÷, or × 
in the gaps to 
make each 
mathematical 
sentence true. 

1. 15  2  3 = 21 

2. 19  4  3 = 7 

3. 7  2  3 = 11 

4. 21  7  9 = 12 

5. 15  6  3 = 17 

6.       Write down as many sums as you can, that 
          add to 10, using any four odd numbers. 
          ............................................................... 
7.       Cross out 11 of these digits  
          so that the remaining 10  
          digits add up to 62. 

 Written Language 
Imagine you are planning a cross-country race  
around your school grounds or local park. 
Draw a framed map of the school or park, including: 
           five or more main features (e.g. hall, big trees). 
           a key for these features. 
           the route for the cross-country race. 
Write detailed instructions so they do not get lost. 

 Getting to know our World 
 

1.        What country in the Middle East has this flag ? 
2.       Name the capital city of this country. 
3.       What is the approximate population ? 
4.       What currency do they use ? 
5.       What large sea borders part of this country ? 
                   6.       Part of the Dead Sea is also on the border of  
                             this country.  What makes the Dead Sea different 
                             from any other sea ? 

6666666 
8888888 
4444444 

 Te Reo Maori 
 Match these English  /  Maori words 

for the months of the year. 

January        ...... 
February       ...... 
March           ...... 
April             ...... 
May             ...... 
June             ...... 
July              ...... 
August          ...... 
September    ...... 
October        ...... 
November     ...... 
December     ...... 

A     Oketopa 
B     Hanuere 
C     Hune 
D     Tihema 
E     Akuhata 
F     Pepuere 
G     Maehe 
H     Noema 
I     Mei 
J     Aperira 
K     Hurae 
L     Hepetema 
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 World knowledge 
 

1.       Name the seven  
          continents of the  
          world. 
2.       Name the three major  
          oceans of the world. 
3.      Name the largest canyon in the 
          world, and in what country is it ? 
4.       What is the largest desert in the 
          world and in what country is it ? 
5.       Dinosaurs were  
          common during the  
          Jurassic period.  How long  
          ago was the Jurassic period ? 
6.       What is the name of the largest 
          lake in the world ? 

 Grid References 

This grid shows a game 
of ‘battleships’, and 
where the ships have 
been placed.   

Eg. (    =  one ship) 
On the grid, (2,3) is 
marked with an X. 

 Puzzle 
Place the numbers in the squares 
using each number only once. 

(one has been done for you). 

 Language skills 
Singular means one.  Write these 
plural words in singular form. 

 Media study 
Read the letters to the Editor in 
today’s paper. 
 

 What are most of  
   them about ? 
 Glue one letter in  

   your book. 
 Write a short answer to this  

   letter, giving your opinion. 

 Written Language 

Write a letter to a friend in another city  
telling them about:  
          where you went on a recent school camp, 
          what you did while on camp, 
          what you liked best on camp,  
          what you found difficult on camp. 
Remember to set your letter out correctly. 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        15 + 7 – 11 =         ......................... 
2.       Write 3:25 p.m. in 24 hour time  
                                       ......................... 
3.       112 =                     ......................... 
4.       564 ÷ 0.4 =         ......................... 
5.       List the factors of 12 
                             .................................. 
6.       $35 – $23.75 =     ......................... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 5 
          sides ?                  ......................... 
8.       Convert 5.25 m to cm  ................... 
9.       8 × 7 + 12 =        ......................... 
10.      Find 25% of 24 kg ......................... 

29 
57 
61 
123 
159 
246 
294 

673 
751 
763 
907 
4673 
5944 

307 
343 
357 
419 
509 
647 

     

     

     

     

     

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

1 2 3 4 5 

X 

1.        Mark these squares with the letters. 
          A = (5,2)    B = (3,5)    C = (1,4) 
2.       What other grid references are needed 
          to destroy the ship D ?  .................... 
3.       List all grid references to destroy the 
          other ships.  ................................ 

D 

      9  

      0  

      7  

        

        

        

 The Living World 
Plants can be grouped according to how they grow and how long they 
survive before they produce seeds and die. 

1.       Diagram A illustrates an annual 
         plant.  Diagram B illustrates a 
         biennial plant.  Explain the life 
         cycle of each type of plant, to 
          help explain the difference 
          between the two plant types. 

Diagram A 
Diagram B 

2.      Diagram C illustrates a woody deciduous 
         perennial (D), an evergreen perennial (E) 
         and a herbaceous perennial (H).   
         Explain what a perennial plant is and the 
         difference between the three types. Diagram C 

D E H 

7.   teeth 
8.   clothes 
9.   radii 
10.   ladies 
11.   geese 
12.   mice 

1.   leaves 
2.   potatoes 
3.   children 
4.   knives 
5.   dice 
6.   sheep Ev
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 NZ History 
Time lines 

A time line is a visual way of displaying 
factual information. Sort these dates 
and happenings below into 
chronological order, and display them 
on a time line.  Make your time line 
attractive and neat. 
 

1840-1841:  The Treaty of Waitangi 
           recognized NZ as a British colony.  
           Auckland became the first capital. 
1642:   The Dutch navigator Abel Tasman visited 
           NZ. 
1951:    NZ signed the ANZUS mutual-defence 
           treaty with Australia and USA. 
1893:   NZ became the first country to grant 
           women the vote. 
1848 - 1850:  European colonization of South 
           Island began.  Dunedin and 
           Christchurch were founded. 
1984:   The government barred nuclear 
           powered or nuclear armed ships from 
           NZ ports. 
1860-1872:  The NZ Wars matched British and 
           Maori forces against Maori tribes 
           wanting to restrict land sales to the 
           government. 

Which letter(s) are inside the ... 
1.        triangle only  .............. 
2.       square only  .............. 
3.       pentagon & square but 
          not the triangle  ........... 
4.       oval, triangle & pentagon 
          but not the square 
          .................................. 

 Puzzle 
Where is that ? 

Use the diagram of these 4 
shapes below to answer  
these problems. 

There are 8 sectors in the pie graph and each 
sector represents 5 pupils. 
1.       How many pupils does the pie graph 
         represent?                       .................. 
2.      How many pupils play tennis ?  ...….... 
3.      How many pupils play softball ? …...... 
4.      How many pupils do athletics?  …....... 
 
During the winter  
   16 pupils play soccer (S) 
   20 pupils play rugby (R), 
   4 play badminton (B). 
5.      Complete this pie graph 
         as above to show this new information.   
         Each pie sector equals 4 pupils. 

 Pie Graphs 

 Media studies 
What T.V. programmes do you like ? 

 Find the T.V. guide in your newspaper. 
 Cut out the programmes you like to watch. 
 Re-arrange them in your new order. 
 Paste these into your book. 

 
 How many hours would you 

   spend watching T.V. a week ? 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        23 – 15 + 17 =      ......................... 
2.       List the first 5 multiples of 14  
                    ........................................... 
3.       5.68 × 2.7 =        ......................... 
4.       √121 =                  ......................... 
5.       How many minutes between 7:40 am 
          and 9:35 am ?       ......................... 
6.       $15 + 560 cents = $.................….... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 12 
          sides ?                  ..............…........ 
8.       Convert 5625 cm to m  ................... 
9.       7 + –9 =               ..............…........ 
10.      Find 50% of $53    ......................... 

Design a small T-shirt logo and a one page advertising 
flyer for a new sporting event or musical group that is 

coming to your town soon.  Include in 
your advertisement flyer: 
 the name of this event or group, 
 where and when the event is to be held. 

 Written Language 

This pie graph shows what 
sport pupils like to play.  

=  athletics 

=  softball 

=  tennis 

 Science/Technology 
At your school there will be 
new technology devices 
that were not available 10 
or even 5 years ago. 
 

1.       Make a list of the    
         major technology devices at 
         your school, that your teacher 
         now uses. 
 

2.       How do you think   
          each device has      
          improved teaching   
          and learning,     
          or have they ? 

 Language Skills 
Parts of a Verb 

Verbs have a present and past 
tense.  Example:  blow  -  blew 
Give the past tense of: 
1.       arise             ................ 
2.      break            ................ 
3.      build             ................ 
4.      draw             ................ 
5.      forget            ................ 
6.      keep             ................ 
7.       leave             ................ 
8.      ring               ................ 
Give the present tense of: 
9.      began            ................ 
10.     came            ................ 
11.      felt               ................ 
12.     froze             ................ 
13.     made            ................ 
14.     paid              ................ 
15.     shook            ................ 
16.     went             ................ 
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 Stem & Leaf Graphs 
In a tomato growing  
competition, the weight  
of each tomato was  
recorded using a stem  
& leaf graph.   
These are the results. 
1.        How many tomatoes have  
          been weighed?       
          .......................... 
2.       Complete the list of tomato weights, 
          20, 21, 23, ......., ......., ......., ......., 
          ......., ......., ......., ......., ......., ......., 
          ......., ......., ......., ......., ......., ......., 
          ......., ......., ......., 
3.       Create a stem & leaf graph using 
          this information. 

 Challenge 
During a school week 250 
cans of fruit juice were sold.  
On Monday and Tuesday 93 
were sold.  On Tuesday & 
Wednesday 105 were sold.   
On Wednesday and Thursday 97 
were sold and on Thursday and 
Friday 107 were sold.   
 
How many cans of fruit juice 
were sold on each day of 
the week ? 

 Media Study 
 Find a piece of good news in your  

   newspaper or from television. 
 
 
 
 What is it about ? 

 Write about how it affects the people in the  
   story and give your opinion of it. 

 Language skills 
Rewrite these sentences, 
correcting any mistakes. 
 

1.       I cannot run no further. 
2.      She is not as old as me. 
3.      She hurted her leg. 
4.      This jacket is wore out. 
5.      Of the two, I like James the 
         best. 
6.      He don’t speak very clear. 
7.       He done his work correctly. 
8.      Neither of them are tall. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        36 ÷ 12 + 17 =     ......................... 
2.       List the prime numbers less than 25  
                    ........................................... 
3.       82 =                     ......................... 
4.       14 + –17 =             ......................... 
5.       How many in a baker’s dozen ? 
                                       ......................... 
6.       $39.69 ÷ 7 =       ......................... 
7.       Draw a  
          parallelogram 
8.       Convert 2045 cents to $  ................ 
9.       7 × 9 – 39 =        ......................... 
10.      Find ½ of $19.70     ......................... 

    Critical thinking skills: fact or opinion 
A fact is something which is true.  An opinion is something which people  
believe or think to be true.  People hold different opinions about the 
same facts.  Read the paragraph below about REFUGEE IMMIGRANTS.  
 Make a list of the facts and a list of the opinions.  

 

A refugee immigrant is a person who has had to flee for safety to another country.  
Because they are too frightened to return, they have to find another country to live in.  It 
is estimated that there are at least 10 million refugees in the world. 
New Zealand is surrounded by water, therefore we do not have refugees walking in, as 
happens in other countries, which is fortunate for us.  Most refugees in New Zealand 
come through the official channels.  New Zealand is a great place in which to live. 
In the last forty years, New Zealand has accepted more than 15000 refugees from many 
places in the world and this is a good record.  An example would be the 733  
Polish orphans & 105 adults who came to New Zealand in 1944 as a  
result of the war in Europe.  
 

 Should New Zealand accept refugees ?  What is your opinion ? 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

0, 1, 3, 4 
2, 3, 6, 7, 9 
1, 1, 5, 5, 6, 7, 
0, 2, 6, 4 
3, 7, 9 

Weight of Tomatoes (grams) 

 

.... 
 

.... 
 

.... 
 

.... 

 

....................... 
 

....................... 
 

....................... 
 

....................... 

23, 43, 52, 39, 
42, 56, 29, 45, 
20, 52, 49, 38, 
37, 26, 41, 27, 
28, 34, 22, 34 

 Written Language 
Imagine you are a sports commentator, describing the events in the last 
5 minutes of a rugby game between two business teams.  The game is 
tied at 15 all, but there is a chance of a last minute try.   
                                                                    Study these pictures. 
                                                                     Describe what happens, 
                                                                     Is the try scored ? 

 The Material World 
Fireworks are made up of various powders that produce 
different colours when they burn and explode.  While  
fireworks can be great fun, there are also many dangers 
associated with them. 
1.       Draw a diagram of a fountain or sky-rocket type 
         fireworks. 
2.      What materials are used and how is it designed  
         to ensure that it works correctly ? 
3.      Make a list of all the safety procedures you  
         would use to prevent accidents while using fireworks. 
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 Language skills 
Sometimes expressions have double meanings, and mean something 
different to what is actually said. 
EXAMPLE:  Stop dragging the chain!  means you are lagging behind in work 
or other activities. 
 

What do you think these expressions mean ? 
1.        The children marched in Indian file. 
2.       The teacher was burning the midnight oil. 
3.       Jodie is a Jack of all trades. 
4.       We travelled around the world on a shoe string. 
5.       We were all at sixes and sevens during the game. 
6.       Politicians often sit on the fence. 

 The Living World 
The human heart has FOUR 
chambers and pumps blood around 
our body.   
 

 Draw a diagram of the  
   heart and label each 
   chamber. 
 

 Draw a diagram  
   showing where the blood goes to 
   or comes from each chamber. 

 Mean, Median & Mode 
Mean, median or mode ?  Which is which ? 
Use each word to complete these sentences 
about different types of averages.  Use one 
word twice. 
1.        The  .................. is commonly known 
          as the ‘average’. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        26 + 12 – 19 =     ......................... 
2.       List the factors of 30  
                   ........................................... 
3.       9.34 × 7.8 =        ......................... 
4.       36.12 ÷ 0.6 =      ......................... 
5.       Convert 375 minutes to hours  
                                       ......................... 
6.       $13.55 × 9 =        ......................... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 3 
          sides ?                   ......................... 
8.       Convert 1.6 km to cm  ..................... 
9.       18 ÷ 9 + 2 × 7 = ......................... 
10.      Find 20% of $70    ......................... 

 Media study 
 Find an article in the  

   newspaper about a famous New  
   Zealand person. 

 
 
 
 

 What is he/she famous for ? 
 Design a medal that you would  

   like to present to him or her. 

 Interpreting data 
Your right weight is the one at which you LOOK and FEEL your  
best.  There is no such thing as an ideal weight for any particular  
age and height.  The table below gives the average weights for 
men, with a range given.  EXAMPLE:  Height = 165cm - Weight = 62 ± 5 kg. 

     Written Language 
 Where has this amazing looking creature come  

   from ?  What is he, she or it doing here ? 
 Write a descriptive story, describing this  

   creature’s planet, how it got here and 
   whether it is friendly or not. 
 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  ½ page or  1+ pages. 

 Creative colouring 
 Colour in the design below so that it has  

   two lines of symmetry. 

..................... = 
Sum of all data 

Number of data items 

2.      The  .................. is middle data  
         value, once the data values are in  
         order, smallest to biggest. 
3.      The most common score is called the 
         ....................  There may not be one. 
 

Find the mean, median and mode of these 
scores. 
4.      3, 5, 7, 7, 9, 10, 15     mean = ......... 
         median = ..........   mode = ........... 
5.      1, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 9    mean = ........ 
         median = ..........   mode = ........... 

 Use mathematical shapes to create 3 more 
patterns that have 2, 3 and 4 lines of 

symmetry. 

Height 
(cm) 

Weight 
(kg) 

165 62 ± 5 

170 66 ± 5 

175 70 ± 6 

180 74 ± 7 

185 78 ± 7 

1.       A weight of 62 ± 5 kg means the man could 
         be as heavy as 67kg or as light as ...........kg. 
2.      What is the range of weights for a man who is 
         175cm tall ?  .............................................. 
3.      According to this table, could a man who is 
         73kg be 170cm tall ?        ........................... 
4.      According to this table, could a man who is 
         180cm weigh 81kg ?         ........................... 
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 The Living World 
Below is a diagram of our lungs.  
1.        Why do we have 
          lungs ? 
2.       Which gas do we 
          use when we 
          breathe in ? 
3.       What gas is released when 
          we breathe out ? 
4.       What can cause damage to 
          our lungs ? 
5.       Fish do not have lungs, how 
          do they breathe ? 

 Relative Frequency 
The Relative Frequency of an event is the 
fraction or proportion of times the event 
occurs.  Example:  If a coin is tossed 50 times 
and heads comes up 27 times, then the  
relative frequency of heads in this experiment 
was 27/50. 
 

This table shows how many times each number 
came up on a 6-sided die (dice) when it was 
rolled several times. 

 Puzzle 
Using the code where a = 1, b =2, c =3, etc ..., work 

out what the message below is suggesting you do. 
 

20,15 / 19,21,3,3,5,5,4 / 25,15,21 / 13,21,19,20 /  
........./.........................../................../...................... 

23,15,18,11 / 8,1,18,4 
....................../........................ 

 Language skills 
Copy each sentence and fill in the gaps. 
 Use the words ‘stationary’  or  ‘stationery’  only.  

1.       The school ........................... shop is open today. 
2.      The car was ........................... when it was hit by 
         a truck. 
 Use the words  ‘loan’  or  ‘lone’  only. 

3.      Can you give me a ..................... of $100 ? 
4.      The ..................... dog rounded up the cattle. 
 Use the words  ‘council’  or  ‘counsel’  only. 

5.      Jim’s parents asked for some ....................... to 
         help solve a problem. 
6.      The school ........................ organised a mufti day. 

 Media study 
 Find an advertisement in the  

   newspaper for a car, that has 
   more than just its price. 
 Cut it out and glue it into your 

    homework book. 
 Find out what the  

   abbreviations mean.  
Example:  2.0L, 4WD, 5spd. 
 Imagine you are buying a car. 

   Write an advertisement 
   highlighting the features 
   you would like. 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        16000 ÷ 40 =      ......................... 
2.       Round 1050 to the nearest 100  
                                       ......................... 
3.       0.69 × 0.78 =     ......................... 
4.       750 ÷ 4 =             ......................... 
5.       Name a prime number between 30 
          and 50         .................................. 
6.       $6.95 × 11 =         ......................... 
7.       What makes an isosceles triangle 
          special ?       .................................. 
8.       Convert 86cm to m  ....................... 
9.       53 =                      ......................... 
10.      Find ¾ of $64.80   ......................... 

 Written Language 
Write speech or thought bubbles for the following 6  
pictures. 

Number on  
the die 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Frequency 8 11 10 7 13 11 

1.       How many times was the die rolled ? 
                                      ........................... 
2.       Write the relative frequency for each 
          die number as a fraction 
 
          1 = ............          2 = ............ 
 
          3 = ............         4 = ............ 
 
          5 = ............         6 = ............ 

 Getting to know our Country 
 

Match this list of NZ landmarks / places (1 to 6) with the region (A to F) 
of NZ where they occur. 

1.       Cape Reinga 
2.      Halfmoon Bay 
3.      Mt Tongariro 
4.      Lake Wakatipu 
5.      Fox Glacier 
6.      Cape Runaway 

A.       Otago 
B.       East Coast - Urewera 
C.       Volcanic Plateau 
D.       Northland 
E.       West Coast 
F.       Stewart Island 

Extension:  Draw a map of NZ and mark these landmarks on it. 
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 Language skills 
Read this passage.  Copy it out putting in the speech marks, 

commas, question marks, fullstops and capital letters etc. 
 

joey harry and a bunch of other kids were already unfolding tents 
getting ready for tent raising practice 
chris waved to me harry ... unroll that tent over there he instructed 
lets see how fast you can get it up 
chris saw me puzzling over it and walked over its easy he said 
he pulled two straps and the nylon tent started to unfold 
see here are the poles just stretch it out and prop it up 
he handed the bundle back to me 
yeah easy i repeated 
whats that noise joey asked looking up from his tent 
we listened hard it sounds like an animal caught in a trap chris said 

 Probability Tree Diagrams 
Tree diagrams can be used to help find the 
possible outcomes for an experiment. 
Example:  2 coins are tossed. 

 Are you prepared to HELP ? 
If an accident occurs, do you know what to do ? 
You can learn practical first aid through your local  
branch or centre of the NEW ZEALAND RED CROSS SOCIETY. 
1.        To SAVE A LIFE there are some simple rules that you should 
          observe.  What do you think they are ? 
2.       How would you deal with someone who has stopped breathing ? 
3.       What should you do for someone who is bleeding ? 
4.       One of your friends is unconscious, what should you do ? 
5.       How would you deal with burns or scalds ? 
6.       What should you do to deal with someone  
          who has swallowed some poison ? 
7.       How do you deal with a simple fracture? 

 Challenge 
Place the numbers below  
    3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 
in the  
octagons, 
 so that  
each row  
of three  
adds up  
to 45. 

 Media Study 
 Find a piece of good news in your  

   newspaper or from television. 
 
 
 
 What is it about ? 

 Write about how it affects the people in the  
   story and give your opinion of it. 

    Planet Earth 
& Beyond 

Natural disasters are  
impossible to predict. 
 
1.       Find out what causes 
         earthquakes. 
 
2.      What is the name of the    
         scale used to measure the 
         intensity of an earthquake ? 

 Written Language 
Imagine you are able to fly, like you can sometimes in 
 your dreams.   
 What would it be like to be able to fly ?   
 How would you feel ?   What could you see ? 

 

 I will write (tick box) a  paragraph or  
 ½ page or  1+ pages 

 10 Quick Questions 
 (Try not to use a calculator) 

1.        49 ÷ 7 – 5 =        ......................... 
2.       List the first 5 multiples of 16  
                   ........................................... 
3.       0.67 × 0.14 =       ......................... 
4.       √196 =                  ......................... 
5.       Round to the nearest $ before adding 
          $2.24 + $4.85 =  ......................... 
6.       $3.75 × 12 =        ......................... 
7.       What is the name of a shape with 6 
          sides ?                   ......................... 
8.       Convert 1206 mm to cm  ................. 
9.       9000 × 1200 =    ......................... 
10.      Find 25% of 84 kg ......................... 

H 

T 
H 

T 

H 

T 

1st coin 2nd coin Following each branch 
of the tree diagram 
will give you all 
possible outcomes. 
Example: (H,H), (H,T), 
(T,H) & (T,T). 

1.       List the outcomes 
          from this tree  
          diagram. 
 

          ................... 
 

          .................... 
 

          .................... 

2 

3 
H 

T 

H 

T 

H 

T 
1 

2.      Draw a tree diagram that you could 
         use to work out all possible outcomes 
         where a 50 cent, a 20 cent and 10 
         cent coin are tossed at the same time. 
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6 
1. 

1 
1.  39.5     2.  275.2     3.  0.981     4.  13.53     5.  783.5     6.  38.412     7.  37.6     8.  14.3     9.  3.44     10.  0.030 
3 
1.  3/30     2.  4/20     3.  7/21     4.  25/50     5.  12/18     6.  36/48   
4 
1.  (Duckbill) Platypus  
2.  Native to Tasmania, Southern & Eastern Australia. 
3.  They live in long, winding burrows, which are usually dug by the females in the banks of rivers or streams.  The burrows are blocked  
     in several places as fortification against intruders and floods.   
4.  The platypus using its bill to detect prey, stirs up mud at the bottom of rivers in order to uncover insects, worms, and shells on  
     which it feeds. 
5.  Duckbills are shy animals, only active in the early mornings or the late evening.  If they have to defend themselves, the adult male  
     has a hollow, horny spur on the inner side of the hind leg, from which a toxic fluid can be ejected as a weapon of defence. 
6.  A Platypus is a mammal but is unusual because it lays eggs, usually two eggs, but sometimes as many as four in a clutch.  The  
     female uses its tail to clasp the young to its abdomen, enabling them to suckle. 
7.  Yes it is an endangered species. 

5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8  5  9  6 

2 5 4 3 6 1 0 

3  2  7  4 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

red blue, with 5 
white stars 

2.  Capital city is Apia 
3.  approximately 160000 (1995) 
4.  Western Samoan           5.  tala 

6.  Bananas, cocoa and coconuts are leading products. 
7.  hello = talofa lava,  good-bye = tofa                        8.  Pacific Ocean 
9.  Both countries are islands.  Both have Polynesia ancestors 
10. hotter climate, smaller population 

7 
1.  coarse     2.  course     3.  desert     4.  dessert     5.  principle     6.  principal 

No. 1 

1 
1.  200     2.  560     3.  240     4.  440     5.  900     6.  360     7.  300     8.  800     9.  1350     10.  450 
3 
1.  25%     2.  33.3%     3.  50%     4.  66.6%     5.  75%     6.  172.5kg     7.  80mL     8.  $60.00     9.  25%     10.  7 pupils 
4 
1.  Camel 
2.  There are two kinds of camels: the dromedary, or Arabian camel, which has one hump, and the Bactrian camel, which has two. 
3.  Native to the desert regions of Asia and northern Africa. 
4.  Hot and dry desert areas in Asia and northern Africa 
5.  The humps are stores of flesh and fat, absorbed as nutrition when food is scarce.  A camel can subsist without water for 
     several days.  The Arabian camel is adapted to subsistence in the desert by its structural qualities and by its ability to bite off and     
     consume the thorny plants that grow there.  Thick, broad sole pads and thick callosities on the joints of the legs and on the chest, 
     upon which it rests in a kneeling position, enable it to withstand the heat of the desert sand.  Moreover, its nostrils may be closed  
     against flying dust, and its eyes are shielded by very long eyelashes. 
     The Bactrian camel is better adapted to a rocky and cooler region, by virtue of its smaller size and heavier build, harder and more  
     cloven feet, longer and finer wool, and other qualities.  
6.  Not endangered as the camel is domesticated.  There are no Arabian camel in the wild and only about 1000 wild Bactrian.   

No. 2 

Answers: 
NOTE:  No answers are provided for Written Language or Media Studies Activities. 

2.9 4.3 3.6 

4.3 3.6 2.9 

3.6 2.9 4.3 

5 8.2 9.5 6.9 

6.9 8.2 9.5 

9.5 6.9 8.2 

6 
1.            Pale blue with white star     2.  Capital city is Mogadishu 
3.  Approximately 7500000 (1995)     4.  Somalian     5.  Shilling     6.  African 
7.  It shares borders with Djibouti, Ethiopia and Kenya.     8.  Indian Ocean 
9.  Nomadic herders wander around with their animals, trying to find food to eat. 
10.  Arid land is very dry, often because of periodic droughts. 

8 
1. soundly     2.  inaudibly     3.  concisely     4.  profusely     5.  sulkily     6.  dimly     7.  attentively 

1 
1.  27.866     2.  8.5 weeks     3.  9.648     4.  7052     5.  2880 minutes     6.  $113.85     7.  pentagon     8.  5.625kL 
9.  84     10.  $8.65 
3 
1. 12500     2.  63000     3.  167     4.  56000     5.  35     6.  56.8     7.  0.568     8.  0.4752     9.  0.0009  10.  0.0084 

No. 3 
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7 
1.  E = Nairobi    2.  H = Ottawa    3.  A = Manila    4.  C = Kuala Lumpur    5.  B = Madrid    6.  G = Budapest     
7.  F = Colombo    8.  D = Jerusalem 
8 
1.  people delivered messages on foot or riding animals;  used carrier pigeons;  smoke signals;  Morse code using light or  
     over wires etc. using telegraph machines;  waving flags;  flying kites 
2.  In 1876, having discovered that only a steady electric current could be used to transmit speech, the American inventor  
     Alexander Graham Bell produced the first telephone capable of transmitting and receiving human speech. 
3.  When you speak to someone on the telephone, the mouthpiece changes the vibrations from the sound into an electric  
     signal.  The signal travels along wires to the other telephone where the earpiece, which has an electromagnet in it,  
     changes the signal back into sound.                 
4.  faxes, E-mail, modems, cellphones, satellites, etc. 

1 
1.  2.536     2.  39 weeks     3.  6     4.  7815     5.  5.5 hours     6.  $67.56     7.  right-angled triangle     8.  4.575g      
9.  89     10.  $12.85 
3 
1. 10 games     2.  Team B     3.  Team A     4.  A= 24, B = 20, C = 24, D = 17     5.  Teams A & C 
4 
1.   The hot water cylinder works like a big jug.  Water inside the tank is heated using an element, gas or fire.  The hot water cylinder 
     holds a constant volume of water.  As hot water flows from taps, cold water immediately flows into the cylinder to replace the hot 
     water.   

3 cont. 
When multiplying, move the decimal point to the right, the same number of places as there are zeros.  Example:  For 100, move the 
decimal point 2 places to the right.  12.34 × 100 = 1234  
When dividing, move the decimal point to the left, the same number of places as there are zeros.  Example:  For 100, move the decimal 
point 2 places to the left.  12.34 ÷ 100 = 0.1234  
4 
1.  D = Saturn     2.  G = the path a planet takes     3.  C = June 1st     4.  B = Jupiter     5.  H = Satellite     6.  A = September 1st 
7.  E = Pluto     8.  I = December 1st     9.  F = March 1st 
7 
1.  10th July 1967     2.  27th February 1964     3.  29th May 1953     4.  15th March 1965     5.  7th October 1769      
6.  26th January 1962 
8 
1.  Don’t avoid the issue, get straight to the point.     2.  I feel happy and ‘chirpy’    3.  To speak and behave correctly      
4.  Pay far more for something than it is worth.     5.  Trying to do two opposite and exhausting things at the same time. 

1 
1.  306.9     2.  31.5 days     3.  0.492     4.  2526     5.  90 hours     6.  $6.20     7.  pentagon     8.  5200m     9.  4      
10.  $8.40 
3 
1. 91cm = 910mm     2.  170cm = 1.7m     3.  3.7km = 3700m     4.  3900mL = 3.9L     5.  1460g = 1.460mg 

No. 4 

1.4 0.9 1.4 1.7 1.9 
2.3 2.3 3.1 3.6 

4.6 5.4 6.7 

10.0 12.1 
22.1 5 

curtsy:  a formal gesture of greeting or respect, involving bending at the knees, made by women 
dangle:  to hang or swing loosely 
garble:  to distort (a message, story etc.) so as to mislead 
gurgle:  to make a low bubbling sound                  horde:  a crowd or throng;  a swarm 
meddle:  to interfere in another’s affairs                mock:  to imitate or ridicule;  to behave with scorn 
nippy:  frostly weather;  run quickly, nimble           tetchy:  irritable, touchy 
thud:  dull, heavy sound caused by a blow or a heavy object falling 

4 

No. 5 

Hot 
Water 
tank 

2.   Cold water ‘header’  
     tank is filled by water  
     through a pipe from  
     the street.  This tank is  
     higher up then the hot  
     water tank.  If a hot  
     tap opens, the weight  
     of water in the cold  
     tank pushes the hot  
     water out the top of  
     the tank, and out the  
     tap.  Cold water  
     replaces the hot water  
     lost. 

Cold 
Water 
tank 

If there is not a cold water header tank, there is a pressure valve on 
the cold water pipe going into the hot water tank at the bottom.  This 
pressure forces the hot water out, if a tap is opened. 
 
3.  The thermostat in the tank measures the water temperature.  This 
     causes the element to switch on and off, therefore stopping the  
     water from becoming too hot. 
4.  The overflow pipe stops the pressure in the tank becoming too 
     high.  This prevents the tank from exploding, should the pressure 
     inside the tank increase, if the water becomes too hot. 
5.  A copper is a tub made of copper set in a brick fireplace.  A fire  
     was lit under the copper, to heat the water.  There was a chimney  
     above the copper to allow the smoke to go into the air outside. 

over-flow 
pipe 
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1 
1.  8910     2.  50 years     3.  1     4.  0.015     5.  7200 seconds     6.  $1.50     7.  4 sides     8.  7250g     9.  2      
10.  $15.60 
3 
1. 1/2     2.  1/3     3.  13/26     4.  -     5.  $320     6.  136.5kg     7.  45mm 
4 
1.   Wool on a sheep’s back traps air.  The trapped air is warmed by the sheep’s body, therefore keeping the sheep warm. 
2.  carpet, clothes, blankets 
3.  Wool is different from hair in that the scales on the surface of each fibre are more numerous, minute and pointed and attached only 
     at their bases.  This allows the fibres to interlock when under pressure such as in felt.  The number of scales varies with the fineness  
     and curliness of the fibre.  Because of its crimp, or curl, wool has considerable resilience.  This quality, together with its high tensile  
     strength and elasticity, gives woollen fabrics the ability to retain shape better than cloth made from other natural fibres.  Other  
     characteristics of wool, which make it especially desirable for clothing, are its lightness, its ability to absorb moisture, and its  
     insulating properties. 
4.  All parts of the body, but especially the top of the head and the back of the hands (wrists). 
5.  Hypothermia:  the condition in which the body temperature falls drastically as a result of exposure to cold.  The body responds by  
     shutting off the blood flow to the body’ surface (and brain).  First aid involves wrapping the victim in blankets (along with a rescuer,  
     if necessary)  Alcohol should not be given as it causes further heat loss.  Treatment in hospital involves slowly raising the body  
     temperature by various methods. 
6 
16 (1 by 1 squares), 9 (2 by 2 squares), 4 (3 by 3 squares), 1 (16 by 16 square):          Total:  30 squares 
7 
1.  F = Santiago     2.  D = Buenos Aires     3.  A =Lima     4.  C = Montevideo     5.  E = Caracus      
6.  B = Port of Spain     7.  They are all in South America 
8 
1.  Making simple things seem more difficult, often by exaggeration 

1 
1.  0.562     2.  10 years     3.  24     4.  0.0585     5.  12.5 weeks     6.  $133.65     7.  octagon     8.  1000kg     9.  31      
10.  $820 
3 
1. 2cm = 20km     2.  5cm = 50km     3.  3.5cm = 35km     4.  - 
4 
1.  Cheetah                        2.  Found mainly in Africa but with small populations in Iran and northwestern Afghanistan. 
3.  Lives on the tropical grasslands of the African savanna. 
4.  The body of the cheetal is adapted for taking prey by running.  It hunts by sight rather than smell.  The cheetah’s name means ‘dog- 
     cat’.  Like a dog it uses its claws for traction when it runs.  It cannot retract its claws like other cats, and so it cannot keep them  
     sharp or use them as weapons.  A cheetah uses a suffocating throat hold to kill its prey.  Its main prey is antelope. 
5.  As the cheetah can run at speeds of 110 km/hr, it can escape if in danger. 
6.   
7.  The cheetah is an endangered species. 
6 
20 computer = $35000,  3 printers = $1797,  40000 sheets of paper = $316,  60 disks = $72                 Total:  $37185.00 
7 
1.  Dangerous for swimming.  Do not enter water.     2.  Surf lifesaving patrol area.  Swim between these flags. 
3.  Shark Warning     4.  Diver below.  International flag.  Keep clear. 
8 
bough:  branch of a tree                                    bouillon:  a clear seasoned stock or broth 
boulevard:  a broad, often tree-lined road              bouncy:  able to spring or bound;  elastic, vigorous, lively 
boundary:  the border of an area;  the limit            boundless:  unlimited, vast 
bouquet:  a bunch of flowers;  the perfume given off by wine 
bout:  a spell, a turn, a period spent in some activity;  a contest or struggle, esp. boxing or wrestling;  a time of illness 
boutique:  a small shop, ususally selling fashionable clothing and accessories 

5 
hollidays = holidays,  plain = plane,  aunty’s = auntie’s,  swiming = swimming,  beech = beach,  eight = ate,  to = too,   
desert = dessert,  soar = sore,  whole = hole,  mussel = muscle,  holliday = holiday 
6    This is one possible solution.  20 was the middle number of the list, therefore it goes in the middle of the magic 

          square.  The other numbers are paired so that they add up to the same total.  Example:  60 - 20 = 40,   
          therefore the pairs must add to 40.  Place the pairs of numbers as that each row, column and diagonal add to 60. 

8 
1.  Sweden     2.  light blue with a gold cross.     3.  Stockholm     4.  approximately  8560000 (1995)     5.  Swedish     6.  krona      
7.  Baltic Sea     8.  Norway & Finland 

16 36 8 
12 20 28 
32 4 24 
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1 
1.  4930     2.  15,30,45,60,75     3.  3     4.  6.936     5.  135 seconds     6.  $4.65     7.  10 sides     8.  5350 litres 
9.  2     10.  $3.90 
3 
1.  D     2.  zero     3.  B = very good  F = good 
4 
All of these revolution periods have been measured in terms of Earth time. 
Mercury:  87 days 23 hrs                       Venus:  224 days 17 hrs                          Mars:  1 year 321 days 17 hrs 
Jupiter:  11 yrs 314 days 3 hrs                  Saturn:  29 yrs 168 days 0 hrs                 Uranus:  84 yrs 3 days 7 hrs 
Neptune:  164 years 288 days 4 hrs          Pluto:  247 yrs 246 days 22 hrs 

1 
1.  13908     2.  3.5 days     3.  49.0     4.  15.76     5.  525 seconds     6.  $1.01     7.  6 faces     8.  525 g     9.  6 
10.  $16.25 
3 
1.  V = 9 × 12 × 20 = 2160 mm3     2.  V = 12 × 14 × 10 = 1680 cm3 

1 
1.  71.4     2.  12,24,36,48,60     3.  -1     4.  0.045     5.  3 hours     6.  $3.25     7.  4 sides     8.  2.250g     9.  1      
10.  $8.75 
3 
1.  4     2.  17     3.  39     4.  51     5.  5     6.  26     7.  13     8.  1     9.  21     10.  $103.75 
4 
1.  A = gases and ash     2.  B =lava     3.  C = pipe     4.  D = magma chamber     5.  E = crater 
6.  A ‘volcano’ is an opening, like a safety valve, in the Earth through which magma, gases, solid rock fragments, poisonous fumes, and  
     ash can be discharged.  Underneath volcanoes, in the Earth’s mantle, there are pockets of magma, a hot, liquid-like mixture of rock  
     material, and gases.  As heat and pressure build up in the magma chambers, the gases expand.  The increasing internal pressure  
     finally causes an eruption.  The magma is forced up the volcano’s pipe and out the crater, the opening at the top of the volcano.   
     The eruption ends when the pressure is released. 
7.  Mt. Tongariro,  Mt Ngauruhoe,  Mt Ruapehu,  Mt Taranaki (Mt Egmont) 
8.  Mt Ruapehu 
5 
1.            red & white flag.     2.  Nukúalofa     3.  Approximately 100000 (1995)     4.  Tongan     5.  páanga      

                   6.  Leading products are bananas, coconuts and copra     7.  Friendly Islands     8.  Pacific Ocean 
                   9.  Fiji, Niue & Western Samoa 

6 
1.  5381.211     2.  7813.152 
8 
beneficial:  having a good and healthy effort;  advantageous                                     :advantageous, helpful, profitable, useful 
circumference:  the line boundary of a circle, ball etc., the length of the line                 :boundary, girth, perimeter 
exorbitant:  unreasonable, excessive, such as prices or demands                                :enormous, excessive, extravagant 
flamboyant:  brilliantly coloured;  ornate;  strikingly elaborate                                    :bright, gorgeous, ornate, elaborate 
hesitation:  the act of hesitating;  a pause in speech                                               :halting, misgiving, reluctance, delay, doubt 
impromptu:  unrehearsed, unprepared                                                                   :improvised, spontaneous, unprepared 
superfluous:  exceeding what is required;  unnecessary                                            :excessive, redundant, unnecessary 
vigorous:  full of vigour;  powerful                                                                       :powerful, strong, active, forcible, strenuous 

8(cont) 
2.  The straw that breaks the camel’s back.  Enough is enough, no more. 
3.  Waiting in suspense, can hardly wait, anxious. 
4.  Want to have nothing to do with it anymore. 

No. 8 

No. 9 

5 
1 = (Ko)tahi      2 = Rua     3 = Toru      4 = Wha     5 = Rima     6 = Ono     7 = Whitu     8 = Waru 
9 = Iwa     10 = Tekau 
6 
1.  D = Nelson     2.  G = Bay of Plenty     3.  A = Canterbury     4.  H = Southland - Fiordland 
5.  B = Volcanic Plateau     6.  C = West Coast     7.  E = Otago     8.  F = Marlborough 

4 

8 
1.  The Kangaroo and Koala belong to the group of mammal called the Marsupials. 
2.  The young are born in an incomplete state of development some two to five weeks after conception.  Immediately after birth they  
     enter the mother’s abdominal pouch, in species that have pouches, or else they simply anchor themselves to a teat, which expands  
     to hold the young in place.  They remain attached to the teat, inside a pouch or not, until old enough to forage for their own food. 
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1 
1.  1.6132     2.  11,22,33,44,55     3.  74.88     4.  288.4     5.  1,2,3,4,6,8,12,24     6.  $5.10     7.  nonagon     8.  36mm 
9.  18     10.  $27.00 
3 
1.  A = 128o     2.  B = 43o     3.  C = 55o     4.  D = 125o 

4 
There will be many different answers to these questions. 
1.  Many types of products stored in tins;  plastic bottles for sauces, vinegar, drinks etc.;  cardboard boxes, often with a grease-proof  
    paper bag inside, for jellies, breakfast cereals, spices etc.;  glass bottles or jars for sauces, drinks, jams etc.;  plastic bags for icing  
    sugar, cornflour, brown sugar, breakfast cereals etc.;  grease proof paper bags for bulk cooking produces such as flour, sugar;   
    aluminium foil bags such as for drink sachets etc. 

1 
1.  8.991     2.  9.5 weeks     3.  0.00576     4.  173.04     5.  11:06 p.m.     6.  $139.15     7.  cube     8.  0.685g     9.  84 
0.  $33.60 
3 
1.  A = 134o     2.  B = 126o     3.  C = 138o     4.  D = 38o 

4 
1.   Tuatara, common name for two species of lizardlike reptiles. 
2.  Tuataras are found only on about 30 islands off the coast of New Zealand. 
3.  Tuataras are solitary, burrowing reptiles, feeding mostly at night on insects. lizards,snails, and bird chicks and eggs. 
4.  Tuataras may grow to a length of about 60cm and take about 20 years to reach maturity 
5 
The same as at low tide - 40cm.  The rise in water level has no effect on this scale because a ship floats on the water.  The scale on the 
side of a ship is called the plimsoll line.  It is used to ensure that the ship is not overloaded and that the cargo is balanced.  The Plimsoll-
line will only alter if the ship is loaded or unloaded. 
6 
1.  movable     2.  careless     3.  existence     4.  importance     5.  terrible     6.  allowance     7.  lifeless 
7 
1.   Amazon  (Brazil), flows into the Atlantic Ocean.                     2.  Lake Victoria, borders Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. 
3.  Australasia                                                                    4.  Mt Elbrus in the area of Europe formally known as USSR. 
5.  Mississippi-Missouri-Red Rock (USA), flows into the Atlantic Ocean.            6.  Asia 

5 
ballroom, blackball, boardroom, carthorse, churchman, cupboard, daytime, doorman, doorpost, football, footman, gentleman, heartache, 
housemaster, lamppost, lifetime, postman, postmaster,  schoolmaster, tablecloth 
6 
This can be worked out by trial and error calculations.  Answer:  4 C.D.’s at $15.00 = $60.00 & 5 C.D.’s at $9.00 = $45.00 
8 
1.   Nile river, flows into the Mediterranean Sea                2.  Lake Superior, borders both Canada & USA 
3.  Mt Everest, borders Nepal and China                        4.  Volga, flows into the Caspian Sea 
5.  Mt Kilimanjaro in Tanzania 

1 
1.  0.995     2.  225 seconds     3.  0.00828     4.  594     5.  20,40,60,80,100     6.  $56.63     7.  octagon     8.  5.625m 
9.  2     10.  $48.65 
3 
1.  A = 68o     2.  B = 124o     3.  C = 55o     4.  D = 63o     5.  E = 62o 

4 
1.  A = anther     B = filament     C = stamen     D = stigma     E = ovary     F = pistil     G = petal     H = sepal 
2.  The flower is the part of the flowering plant that takes care of reproduction.  The stamen is the male, pollen-producing part of a 
flower.  It is made up of an anther (tiny, bag-like structure) and a filament (thread-like stalk).  The pistil is the female, seed-bearing part 
of the flower.  It consists of a stigma and an ovary (hollow structure at the base containing the egg).  Pollination occurs when a pollen 
grain is transferred by insects, birds, or the wind from the stamen to the pistil.  All flowers have petals, which attract insects and protect 
the stamen and pistil.  Sepal, which are really specialised leaves, encircle the petals and also protect it.  Sepals are often green or they 
can be the same colour as the petals. 
6 
absence  presence           ancient  modern              innocent  guilty                inferior  superior 
maximum  minimum         spacious  narrow, confined           victory  defeat 
7 
1.   E = Otago     2.  H = Southland - Fiordland     3.  G = Hawkes Bay     4.  B = Volcanic Plateau     5.  J = Northland  
6.  F = Marlborough     7.  A = King Country     8.  C = West Coast     9.  D = Nelson     10.  I = Taranaki 
8 
35 
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1 
1.  11     2.  15:25     3.  121     4.  1410     5.  1,2,3,4,6,12     6.  $11.25     7.  pentagon     8.  525cm     9.  68     10.  6kg 
3 
1.          2.  (1,3) & (1,2)     3.  (2,5), (3,2), (4,2), (4,4), (5,4) 

         4 
         1.  An annual plant grows during only ONE season, then dies after producing seeds or spores that  
             survive the winter and germinate the next spring. 
             A biennial plant grows for TWO seasons.  After the first season it stores food so that it can survive 
             the winter and grow again in the spring.  During the second season it produces the seeds or spores, 
             ready to begin the life cycle again. 

 
2.  A perennial plant continues to grow year after year, for several years. 
   Woody deciduous:  plant that loses its leaves in autumn.  New leaves grow in spring. 
   Evergreen:  a plant that does not lose its leaves at a given season, but sheds them gradually throughout the year. 
   Herbaceous:  a plant that is not woody, its leafy top dies each season, stored food supply underground allows it to grow next season. 

4(cont.) 
2.  Tin or aluminium cans:  strong, light weight and keep their shape, air-tight which stops the food going off, can be recycled. 
     Plastic bottles / containers:  light weight, strong, will not break if dropped, see through, can be sealed with screw tops or lids to help  
     keep food fresh, cheap to make, can be recycled. 
     Cardboard boxes (with paper or plastic inners):  cheap to make as it can be made from recycled paper, cardboard can have a wax  
     coating added to make it water proof, therefore it can be used to contain liquids (e.g. milk), keeps it shape and can be printed with  
     colourful advertising, can be recycled. 
     Plastic bags:  can move to fit the shape of the contents, can be sealed, light weight, cheap to make, some can be recycled. 
3.  Fancy packaging is designed to attract attention to a product and make you buy it.  It is expensive to produce and these costs are  
     passed on to the purchaser, making the product more expensive.  Packaging could be simplified by having more products being able  
     to be purchased ‘loose’, allowing customer to fill their own containers with food items (e.g. sugar, breakfast cereals). 

5 
 

7 
1.  missed     2.  mist     3.  whole     4.  hole     5.  check     6.  cheque     7.  route     8.  root 
8 
1.  basketball     2.  4 pupils     3.  no     4.  rugby     5.  76 pupils 

1 
1.  20     2.  8:20 a.m.     3.  0.0938     4.  156.25     5.  56     6.  $17.26     7.  heptagon     8.  56.2cm     9.  16 
10.  $27.50 
3 
1.  a = 7     2.  b = 12     3.  c = 18     4.  d = 15     5.  e = 5     6.  f = 12     7.  g = 3     8.  h = 6     9.  i = 24     10.  j = 8 
11.  k = 15     12.  L = 4     13.  m = 3     14.  n = 13 
4 
1.  There is a sensor (infra-red beam) that detects movement as you get close to the door.  This activates a motor that opens the door. 
2.  As you sit in the bath, your body displaces the water causing the water level to rise. 
3.  You can lose up to 70% of your body heat through your head, especially when the wind is blowing as this increases evaporation.   
     Wearing a hat insulates the head and helps prevent heat loss. 
4.  Mercury is a metal that is liquid at normal temperatures.  As the mercury warms up, the particles of mercury vibrate more causing  
     the liquid to expand, therefore moving up the thermometer tube. 
5 
1.  Israel     2.  Capital is Jerusalem     3.  approximately  5090000 (1995)     4.  shekel     5.  Mediterranean Sea      
6.  The Dead Sea is a salty lake, which is 400m below normal sea level.  It is fed mainly by the Jordan River.  The lake has no outlet,  
     and the heavy inflow of fresh water is carried off solely by evaporation, which is rapid in the hot desert climate.  The Dead Sea is  
     about seven times as salty as the sea.  The lake contains no life at all, except for some small microbes.  Sea fish die where placed in  
     the Sea.  Because of the high salt content it is easy to float in the Dead sea. 
6 
January = B (Hanuere)     February = F (Pepuere)     March = G (Maehe)     April = J (Aperira)     May = I (Mei) 
June = C (Hune)     July = K (Hurae)     August = E (Akuhata)     September = L (Hepetema)     October = A (Oketopa) 
November = H (Noema)     December = D (Tihema) 
8 

                   6.  3 + 3 + 3 + 1 = 10                5 + 3 + 1 + 1 = 10 
                        7 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 10 
                   7.          total = 62 

No. 14 

1. 15 + 2 × 3 = 21 

2. 19 – 4 × 3 = 7 

3. 7 × 2 – 3 = 11 

4. 21 ÷ 7 + 9 = 12 

5. 15 + 6 ÷ 3 = 17 

6666666 
8888888 
4444444 
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1 
1.  25     2.  14,28,42,56,70     3.  15.336     4.  11     5.  115 minutes     6.  $20.60     7.  dodecagon     8.  56.25m 
9.  -2     10.  $26.50 
3 
1.  40 pupils     2.  5 pupils     3.  25 pupils     4.  10 pupils     5.   
4 
1.  computers, overhead projectors, calculators, TV, videos 
     photocopiers, fax machines, slide projects etc. 
2.  Teaching improved as more information can be accessed more readily. 
5 
1.  C     2.  A     3.  B & E     4.  G 
6 
Check that pupils have dates in the correct order. 
7 
1.  arose     2.  broke     3.  built     4.  drew     5.  forgot     6.  kept     7.  left     8.rang     9.  begin     10.  come 
11.  feel     12.  freeze     13.  make     14.  pay     15.  shake     16.  go 

6                    8 
1.  leaf     2.  potato     3.  child     4.  knife      
5.  die     6.  sheep     7.  tooth     8.  cloth      
9.  radius     10.  lady     11.  goose     12.  mouse 

7 6 3  5 0 9  

5  4 1 9  0  

1 2 3  4 6 7 3 

 9  6 4 7  0 

2 4 6   3 5 7 

9  1 5 9  7  
No. 16 
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1 
1.  20     2.  2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23     3.  64     4.  -3     5.  13     6.  $5.67     7.               8.  $20.45     9.  24 
10.  $9.85 
3 
1.  22 tomatoes     2.  20,21,23,24,32,33,36,37,39,41,41,45,45,46,47,50,52,56,54,63,67,69     3. 
4 
1.           2.  Fireworks in the shape of a cylinder with one end blocked to force the fireworks to shoot out one end only.   

              The cylinder is made of thick cardboard.  If it is a sky rocket, it has a stick so that it can be pointed into the sky. 
3.  Fireworks Rules: 
          • Keep fireworks in a closed box:  take them one at a time and put the lid back at once. 
          • Follow the instructions on each fireworks carefully:  read by torchlight, NEVER a naked flame. 
          • Light fireworks at arm’s length, preferably with a safety fireworks lighter. 
          • Never return to a fireworks once lit, it may go off in your face. 
          • Never throw fireworks or let them off in the street.                  • Never put fireworks in your pocket 
          • Never allow young children to let off fireworks.                       • ALWAYS have an adult in charge of children and fireworks 
          • Never make, or allow children to make, home-made fireworks, this is illegal as well as dangerous. 
          • Keep pets indoors                                                             • Check with your Council if you want a bonfire. 
          • Keep a bucket or two of water or sand handy just in case. 
5 
1.  I cannot run any further     2.  She is not as old as I am     3.  She hurt her leg     4.  This jacket is worn out      
5.  Of the two, I like James better.     6.  He doesn’t speak very clearly.     7.  He did his work correctly.     8.  Neither of them is tall. 
6 
Wed sales = total sales – (Mon & Tues) & (Thu & Fri) sales:                 250 – (93 + 107) =            50 sold on Wednesday 
Tues sales = Tue & Wed sales – Wed sales:                                        105 – 50 =                       55 sold on Tuesday 
Thu sales = Wed & Thu sales –  Wed sales:                                        97 – 50 =                        47 sold on Thursday 
Mon sales = Mon & Tue sales  –  Tue sales:                                       93  –  55 =                      38 sold on Monday 
Fri sales = Thu & Fri sales –  Thu sales:                                             107 – 47 =                        60 sold on Friday 
7 
This paragraph contains mainly facts.  The only opinions are listed below. 
Opinions: 
‘Because they are too frightened’, could be both fact or opinion. 
It is fortunate that refugees cannot just walk into our country. 
‘New Zealand is a great place in which to live’. 
‘and this is a good record’. 
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1 
1.  400     2.  1100     3.  0.5382     4.  187.5     5.  31,37,41,43,47     6.  $76.45     7.  TWO sides and angles equal 
8.  0.86m     9.  125     10.  $48.60 
3 
1.  60 rolls     2.  1 = 8/60     2 = 11/60     3 = 10/60     4 = 7/60     5 = 13/60     6 = 11/60  
4 
1.  Lungs are two organs of respiration within the chest, in which carbon dioxide and oxygen are exchanged between the air and the  
    blood. 
2.  oxygen               3.  carbon dioxide               4.  smoking, air pollution, fumes from paints & solvents, fine dusts, sprays etc. 
5.  Fish breathe using gills, which take oxygen out of the water and release carbon dioxide into the water. 
6 
1.  D = Northland     2.  F = Stewart Island     3.  C = Volcanic Plateau     4.  A = Otago     5.  E = West Coast      
6.  B = East Coast - Urewera 
7 
To succeed you must work hard 
8 
1.  stationery     2.  stationary     3.  loan     4.  lone     5.  counsel     6.  council 

1 
1.  19     2.  1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30     3.  72.852     4.  60.2     5.  6.25 hours     6.  $121.95     7.  triangle     8.  16     9.  16 
10.  $14.00 
3 
1.  mean, mean     2.  median     3.  mode     4.  mean = 8, median = 7, mode = 7     5.  mean = 5, median = 5, mode = 1 & 9 
4 

No. 18 

pulmonary veins 

left atrium 

aorta 

left ventricle 

superior vena cava 

right atrium 

inferior vena cava 

pulmonary artery 

right ventricle 

Blood returns to the right atrium from the body via 
the superior and inferior vena cava.  This blood is 
low in oxygen. 
The blood passes into the right ventricle. 
The right ventricle then pumps the blood to the 
lungs via the pulmonary artery.  The blood collects 
oxygen as is passes through the lung capillaries and 
releases CO2 (carbon dioxide). 
Once the blood has passed through the lungs it 
returns to the left atrium, via the pulmonary veins.  
This blood now carries oxygen. 
The blood passes into the left ventricle. 
The left ventricle pumps the blood, carrying oxygen, 
to the body via the aorta. 

6 
1.  57kg     2.  as heavy as 76kg and as light as 64kg     3.  no     4.  yes 
8 
1.   Marching one behind each other, single file. 
2.  This means working late into the night. 
3.  Someone who will try to do anything, but does not excel in anything. 
4.  Travelling around without very much money, cheaply. 
5.  Means you are in a state of confusion, not sure what to do. 
6.  Means that you are not prepared to give your opinion, one way or the other, as you are not sure which side is right. 

No. 19 
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Circulation Diagram:   Black areas indicate blood flow from the heart 
                             White areas indicate blood flow to the heart 
1 = Heart:  right ventricle 
2 = Heart:  left ventricle 
3 = left lung 
4 = right lung 
5 = circulation through head & upper body 
6 = superior vena cava 
7 = inferior vena cava 
8 = circulation through abdominal organs 
9 = circulation through lower trunk and legs 
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4 
1.  An earthquake occurs within rocks in the Earth’s crust fracture, sending a series of shock waves outwards in all directions. 
2.  Richter scale 
5 

1 
1.  2     2.  16,32,48,64,80     3.  0.0934     4.  14     5.  $2 + $5 = $7     6.  $45.00     7.  hexagon     8.  120.6cm  
9.  10800000     10.  21kg 
3 
1.  (1,H),(1,T),(2,H),(2,T),(3,H),(3,T)     2. 

No. 20 

H 

T 

H 

T 
H 

T 
H 

T 

H 

T 

H 

T 

H 

T 

50 cent coin 

20 cent coin 

10 cent coin 

6 
Joey, Harry, and a bunch of kids, were already unfolding tents getting ready for tent raising practice. 
Chris waved to me. 
“Harry ... unroll that tent over there !‘ he instructed. 
“Let’s see how fast you can get it up !” 
Chris saw me puzzling over it and walked over. 
“It’s easy,” he said.  He pulled two straps and the nylon tent started to unfold. 
“See, here are the poles ... just stretch it out and pop it up.”  He handed the bundle back to me. 
“Yeah, easy !” I repeated. 
“What’s that noise ?” Joey asked, looking up from his tent. 
We all listened hard. 
“It sounds like an animal caught in a trap,” Chris said. 
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7 
1.  FOUR main points. 
          • Start Breathing 
          • Stop bleeding 
          • Saturate burns with cold water 
          • Support broken bones 
2.  Begin rescue breathing.  Keep victim’s head tilted back.  Pinch nostrils.  Take deep breath, blow firmly with tight seal over victim’s  
     mouth.  Give four quick breaths initially.  Chest must rise and fall. 
3.  Apply direct pressure over the wound and elevate limb.  Apply a clean dressing and bandage once bleeding has stopped.  Seek  
     medical attention if necessary. 
4.  Check pulse, loosen tight clothing, check breathing, resuscitate if necessary.  Seek Medical aid. 
5.  Immerse in cold water for at least 15 minutes, do not apply creams, light clean dressing.  Seek Medical aid if necessary. 
6.  If it is a NON corrosive poison, induce vomiting with fingers  and drink lots of water. 
     If corrosive poison DO NOT induce vomiting.  If conscious, give drinks of water/milk.  Seek Medical advice IMMEDIATELY. 
7.  Prevent movement, pad and immobilise, treat for shock.  Seek Medical aid. Ev
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